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ABSTRACT

Morris, Heather, M. M.Sc" o The University of Man'itoba, June 1990'

Dispersal and Spatial Pattern of the Colorado Potato Beetìe, Leptinotarsa

decenlineata (Say), on Potatoes. Major Professor: N. J. Holliday'

The patterns of spatial distribution of the Colorado potato beetìe,

Leptinotarsa decenlineata (Say), were studied in commercial fields of

potatoes in Manitoba in 1984 and 1985. At weekly intervals, plants were

.inspected at predetermined points along randomly selected north-south and

east-west transects through each field. Data for larval abundance in the

third week after plant emergence were most completely anaìyzed because

this was the week in which insects were most abundant and is the week in

which producers make their decisions on whether to control the insect.

Except in one smalì field, all half-transects in vthich there were abundant

larvae had the highest numbers at the edge of the field and low numbers in

the middle of the field. The abundance of larvae was affected by potato

cuìtivar, and the nature of this edge effect was influenced by proximity

and size of windbreaks; neither were consistently affected by the distance

of the nearest site of potatoes in the previous year. It is concluded

that edge effects must be considered in samp'ling, and that in many fields

insecticide application to the middle of the fieìd may not be iustified;

a preliminary method of assessing what portion of the field should be

sprayed is investigated.

The processes of dispersal which may affect distribution of Coìorado

potato beetles in fields were investigated by mark-reìease experiments of

adults in field plots, and by studies of adults and larvae in a large cage

jn the laboratory. In both s'ituat'ions, adults and larvae tended to

viii
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disperse more rap'id'ly if there were high densities at the release site

than if there were low densìties. In the field, aduìts tended to move

most frequently to the northeast, ìess frequentìy to the south west, and

'infrequentìy in other directions; this pattern is attributed to the

direction of rows in the plots, which were from northeast to southwest.

Hind direction did not appear to be important in the field. In the

laboratory cage, larvae did not orient in response to wind, newly-emerged

adults moved downwind, and overw'intered adults moved upwÍnd. In the cage,

pìants did not intermingle in rol{s, but in the field, foìiage did

intermingle and insectc ould pass from one plant to another within a row

without descending to the ground. This might account for the anemotactic

responses of adults in the cage, but for their absence in the field plots.

In the field, overwintered adults moved more readily than new'ly emerged

adul ts.

It is concìuded that the patterns of Colorado potato beetle

distribution in l'îanitoba potato fjelds should be util ized in pest

management by continuing to rotate crops, by pìanting fields in large

blocks to reduce the proportion which is edge, and by deveìoping sampling

and insecticide appìication techniques which accommodate the edge effect.

Further work is needed to develop appropriate sampìing schemes as

distrjbution is dependent upon the proportions of colonizing insects which

fty and walk, and thjs is dependent on weather. Sampfing schemes and

other management practices might aìso take into account the propensity of

insects to move along rows, and the effect of insect density and degree of

defoljation of patterns on dispersa'|.

TX
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decenlineata (Say) is

thought to have originated in Mexico, and was collected on the border

between Iowa and Nebraska in 1811 (Casagrande 1985) where it uras

apparently feeding on buffalo bur, Solanun rostratun Dunal. It was first
reported as a pest on cultivated potato, Solanun tuberosun 1., during 1859

in Nebraska ([,lalsh 1865), and has since spread to all the maior potato

growing regions of the world with the exception of the United Kingdom,

Denmark and Sweden (Hurst 1975). The Colorado potato beetle vras first
reported in Canada in south western Ontario in 1870 (Bethune 1870). In

Canada, intensive study of the insect began in 1919 and its subsequent

spread in Canada has been well documented (Gibson et al. 1925).

Currentìy, this pest occurs in all provinces except Newfoundland and

Labrador (At'lantic Provinces Agricultural Services Coordinating Committee

1e84).

The Colorado potato beetle has been one of the most destructive crop

pests during the past 100 years. Although there are areas'in whjch

popuìatjons may be ìow for a number of years, these populat'ions can

increase rapid'ly if weather and biologicaì circumstances are favourable

and so vigilance is essentjal in all areas in which Colorado potato

beetles are found. The Colorado potato beetle is still constantìy moving

and adapting to new geographic areas (Hsiao 1978), and resistance to a

wide range of insecticÍdes has deveìoped in some popuìations (Forgash

1981, Harris and Svec 1981). The history of control of the insect in

North America has recently been rev'iewed (Gauthier et al. 1981, Casagrande



1987). Both rev'iews advocate the integration of b'io'logicaì and cultural

control measures with insecticide contro'|, and indicate that successful

management of the jnsect depends, 'in part, on the ability to anticipate

infestations of the insect in relation to the development of its host

pì ant.

Crop rotation is a cultural control method which has been shown to

have great potential for reducing Colorado potato beetle populations

(Lashomb and Ng 1984, klright 1984, Casagrande 1987). Rotation ensures

that the initial density of Colorado potato beetles in a new'ly-planted

potato field is low and that the insect must colonize the field from

outside; this reduces popuìation density and delays the appearance of

larvae (Lashomb and Ng 1984). Despite this, rotation is seldom practised

in many major potato production regions. In contrast, in Manitoba, crop

rotation is the norm; often a 2-year rotation pìan is used in which

potatoes are a'lternated with crops such as wheat and corn.

Although rotation ensures that initìal densities are low in potato

fields in l'lanjtoba, almost all fields would suffer economjc losses in the

absence of i nsecti c'ides because of i mmi grat'ion of beetl es from

overwintering habitats. Although the init'ial number of migrants may be

low, the high fecundity of the female and the ìarge amount of foìiage

consumed by each of her offspring, can result in crop loss. Since larvae

do not move very far unless starved (Gibson et al. 1925), the location of

ovipositing females in fjelds determjnes where defoljatjon wjll occur. In

some circumstances, densities of adults, egg masses and ìarvae are h'ighest

near the edge of rotated potato fields (Skuhravy et al. 1968). it js

hypothesized that beetles colon'ize rotated and non-rotated fields in



di fferent patterns (Hoì I 'i ngsworth and Ferro 1984) , however the

colon'ization of fields by adult beetles is still not clearìy understood.

These studies were initjated to investigate the dispersaì of

overwjntered adults from overwintering sites to potato fields, the

distribution and spread within fields, the 'long- and short-range

orjentatjon to host plants, and the influence of envjronmental factors on

the dispersal behaviour of the larvae and adults. The information gained

is intended to augment current information on econom'ic iniury levels and

appt'ication of control methods and so improve Colorado potato beetle

management in l'lanitoba.

The thesis is written'in a paper style. Follow'ing this introduction

is a literature review. The methods of research, and the research results

and discussion are presented'in Chapter 3 as three papers written in a

form suitable for publication. Chapter 4 contains an overall discussion

of the research in the context of the literature.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

My research is concerned with the patterns of spatial distribution

of Colorado potato beetìes (Leptinotarsa decenlineata Say) in potato

(Solanun tuberosun L.) fields, and the mechanisms which result in the

observed djstribution patterns. These mechanisms include m'igration and

dispersal and processes involved in host plant ìocation. In thjs

literature review, after a brief overvjew of the life cycle of the

Colorado potato beetìe, I wilì present a detailed review of spatial

dist¡ibution patterns of the Colorado potato beetle, migration and related

processes, and of factors involved in host pìant location and selection.

Life Cvcle of the Colorado Potato Beetle

In temperate regions, Coìorado potato beetle adults overwinter

buried 'in the soil. In ear'ly spring, the overwintered adults emerge in

response to increasing soil temperatures (Lashomb et al. 1984). In

Canada, beetìes usualìy first appear during the last week of May or in

ear'ly June (Gibson et al. 1925). Hurst (1975) summarized 9 years of first

emergence dates gathered in the Netherlands and found that this event

varied by as much as 7l days.

The adult beetles locate host pìants, mate, and then females lay

eggs in masses on the underside of potato leaves. 0viposit'ion may

continue for several weeks, durìng which females may move from plant to

p'lant (Boiteau 1986). Each egg mass contains an average of about 30 eggs

(G'ibson et al. 1925). Larvae hatch within 5 to l0 days and feed mostly on

the young leaves. Larvae remain on the same pìant unìess comp'lete

defoliation occurs (Gibson et al. 1925) There are four larval instars.



Depending upon temperature, larval development is compìeted within 2 - 3

weeks. If defoliation occurs, or if larvae fall off the pìant, the larvae

crawl to other p'lants; but eventualty die if they faìì to locate another

host pl ant (Harcourt and Leroux 1967) .

Pupation occurs in the soil after completion of feed'ing, and new

adults emerge one to two weeks later (G'ibson et al. 1925). Adults

emerging from pupation feed for a whiìe, then they either immediate'ly

begin reproduction, or enter overwintering diapause.

Overwintering diapause is induced by short photoperiod, low

temperature, and changes in host plant quality (Nom'is 1964, de Hilde and

Hsiao 1981). In the Netherlands, diapause inductjon occurs when day

'length falls below 15 hours, and temperature has littte influence on this

critical photoperiod (de llilde 1962). The quality of foliage influences

whether adults will reproduce or diapause. Young potato ìeaves contain

lecithin, which matures the ovaries and allows oviposition to commence

(Grison 1957). However, feeding on senescent potato leaves induces

changes in the endocrine system which result in beetles entering diapause

(de t^l'ilde and Ferket 1967).

The overwintering site is often close to the final host piant of the

season, and diapausing beetles may be found in the fall when potatoes are

harvested or in spring by folìowing the plough in old potato fieìds

(Gibson et al. 1925). In ìoose soil, overw'intering aduìts have been found

at a depth of 43 cm, but they are much closer to the surface in heavy

soils (Minder 1967).

Spatial Distribution of the Colorado Potato Beetle

I'lost i nsect popul at'ions exhì bi t an aggregated spati al di stri buti on



(Southwood 1978), and the Colorado potato beetle is no exception to this

generaì rule. Harcourt (1963), using singìe potato stems as the sample

unit, found that populations of adults, egg masses, eggs, and larvae of

each of the fourinstars are all significantly aggregated. Martel et al .

(1986) used the whole potato pìant as the sample unit, and found that

"earìy larvae" (instars I and II), "late ìarvaen (instars III and IV) and

adults are aggregated. Early larvae are most strongly aggregated,

presumably because the eggs are laÍd in clusters; late larvae and adu'lts

are more strongly aggregated at the beginning of the season (Marteì et al.

re86).

The aggregated distributions of Colorado potato beetles have been

fitted to a number of theoret'ical models. Evans (1953) proposed the use

of the negat'ive binomial distrjbution for describing the distribution of

adult beetles and for the counts of larvae origina'lìy published by Beall

(1940). However, Harcourt (1963) criticized the fit of the negative

binomial to Beall's data on the grounds that the population was composed

of several different jnstars. Harcourt's own work (1963) confjrmed that

the negat'ive binomial distribution can be fitted to the d'istribution

pattern of each stage of the 'insect, but he noted that the value of k, the

dispersion parameter of the distribution, is not independent of the mean

density. Harcourt (1963) successfully fitted his data to Taylor's (1961)

power law relationship. Martel et al . (1986), in preparation for

constructing a sequent'iaì sampìing scheme, fitted their data to Iwao's

(1968) patchiness regression.

In additjon to aggregat'ion on individuaì p'lants in areas of uniform

densjty, Colorado potato beetle popuìations are often more dense near the



edge of fields (e.g. Hegorek 1955). This phenomenon is most frequentìy

observed when a potato crop is grown in a field in which the previous crop

was not potatoes, i.e. a "rotated field". In a Czechoslovakjan study of

the distribution of larvae in rotated fields, only a small number of

larvae !{ere more than 120 m from the edge of a field which was adiacent to

the site of the potato crop in the previous year. However, when rotated

fields were 300 - 800 m from the site of previous crops,'larvae were found

up to 360 m from the edge of the fields, and densities were lower

(Skuhravy et al. 1968). Unless plants become comp'leteìy defoliated,

ìarvae seldom move far from the plant on which they hatch (Gibson et al.

1925); therefore the larval distribution patterns observed by Skuhravy et

al. are indicative of a similar distribution of ovipositing females. Le

Berre (1950) suggested that females walk to the new crop when the

overwjntering site is cjose to it, but that they fly when the new crop is

more distant; this would account for the more even djstribution in crops

which are remote from the sites of previous potato crops. In a rotated

fietd in New Jersey, egg mass densit'ies were highest at the edge of the

field which was adjacent to the s'ite of a previous potato crop, however

th'is trend was less pronounced for the distribution of larvae (Lashomb and

Ng 1984). In Massachusetts, a study of rotated and non-rotated potato

fields revealed differences in the pattern of distribution of egg masses

which were attributed to differences in the way beetles colonize rotated

and non-rotated fields (Hoìlingsworth and Ferro 1984).

Miqrat'ion and D'ispersal of Colorado Potato Beetles

Adult Colorado potato beetles may undergo relatively long-range

migratory flights and may also disperse short distances either by flight



or by walkjng. Migratory fìights occur only at specific times in the

development of the aduìt, whereas d'ispersaì can occur at any time. Larval

dispersal is relativeìy unimportant, but when larvae are short of food

they may walk in search of host pìants.

Incidence of Migratorv Fl ight

There is consìderable individual variation in the amount of flìght

that occurs; some beetles fly littte if at all, but others undergo

extended migratory fl ight (Johnson 1969) . Where the insect i s

multivoltine, there are also differences in migratory tendency among the

generations. In many parts of North America, and in southern and central

Europe, the longest and most obvious migrations of Colorado potato beetles

occur before hibernation in late summer, and shorter dispersal flights

occur after emergence from diapause (Tower 1906, Trouvelot et al. 1950, de

hliìde 1962). This migration pattern also occurs in parts of Germany (de

Hiìde 1962). However, in northern Europe, migrations are most obvious in

the spring and earìy summer (Le Beme 1950, Johnson 1969).

Extrinsic Factors Affectinq Fliqht

hlind. Colorado potato beetles are weak fliers, and long-range d'ispersaì

and migratory fìights are the result of wind-assisted flight (Tower 1906,

Johnson 1969). Tower (1906) observed that when mature beetles are alìowed

to disperse in calm air, they fly in aìl directions; however, when a

steady breeze is blowing, the beetìes start out'in all directjons but

those beetles initia'lly fìying against the wind soon beg'in to drift
downwjnd. Beetles have been observed to fìy against breezes of 2m/second

(7.2 km/h) and probably a ìimiting wind veìocity determines whether

beetles witì fìy with or against the wind (Wiluz 1958, de klilde 1976). In
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calm air, adult Colorado potato beetles fly at about I km/h (Feytaud

1930). 0nly'in relatively caìm weather are winds less than 8 km/h near

ground level, and this speed is commonìy exceeded a few metres above the

ground; thus beetles would not be able to make headway upwind except on

calm days.

An insect, flyjng forward and seeing the ground pattern beìow,

experiences a flow of images that moves from front to back across the

retina of the eyes" However, when a forward flying insect is blot¡n

backward by a strong wind, the images fìow from back to front of the

retina. This reverse flow is not toìerated, and the insect either

aìights, turns and flies with the wind or fìies nearer the ground where it
can make headway in the reduced wind velocity. l'lind borne m'igrants are

presumed to fly at a height at which the ground images cease to influence

direction of flight (Johnson 1969). The layer of air above the ground

within which an insect can control its track is called the boundary layer.

The thickness of this ìayer varies with the particular spec'ies, the amount

of shelter and wind speed. Whether Colorado potato beetles fly downwind

or upwind is probabìy determined by these factors.

Temoerature. Temperature during the day influences flight activity;

however temperatures at n'ight appear to have little influence (Wiìuz

1958). Max'imum flight activity of Coìorado potato beetles occurs 'in hot,

clear weather (Le Berre 1952) and mass migrat'ions are usuaì'ly seen on

bright sunny days (Johnson 1969). Beetles which have emerged from

hibernation requ'ire a perìod of exposure to insolation for mass take-off

to occur; this seems to be more important than a high ambient temperature

(Johnson 1969). For newìy emerged adults, the optimum ambient temperature



for take-off is 25"C, provided there has been at least 6 h of intense

insolation (Le Beme 1950). At lower temperatures, the proportion of

beetles taking off depends on the duration of insoìatjon (Le Berre 1962).

The duration of fìight is short at high temperatures (Gimingham 1950), and

the existence of an upper threshold for flight has been suggested but not

proven (Trouveìot et al. 1950).

Temperature is not only important in controlling flight behaviour of

the beetle directìy, but is also significant in determining the seasonaì

occurrence of flight activ'ity: the number of generations, time of

emergence from hibernation, amount of oviposition, duration of the larvaì

stage and winter surv'ival are alI influenced by temperature (Hurst 1975).

Intrinsìc Factors Affectinq Fliqht

Sustained m'igratory fì ights only occur at specific t'imes in the

development of adult Colorado potato beetles. At other times, adults may

undertake short ìocal dispersal fìights.

When m'igration occurs, it normaìly begins as soon as the beetle

becomes ftight mature (Johnson 1969). Thus migratory flight may begin

about 10 days after emergence from the pupa (Le Berre 1950), or shortly

after emergence from d'iapause (Johnson 1969). l'ljgratory flights by

females normaìly do not occur after the commencement of oviposition

(Johnson 1969); this may be due to the weight of egg-laden females (Tower

re06) .

Feeding. The beetìes which emerge from hibernation in spring take fìight

in search of food almost at once, if environmental conditions perm'it

(Gibson et al. 1925). Beetles which have emerged from hjbernation but

have not fed, contain enough gìycogen for take-off during the first 9 days
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after emergence, but for repeated take-offs thereafter they require food

to rep'lenish the'ir glycogen store (Johnson 1969). Emerged adults need to

feed before susta'ined flight and before mating (Gibson et al. 1925).

In early summer, shortage of food may trigger mìgrat'ions of adults.

This is not so in late summer or autumn when food shortages induce

diapause (bliìuz et al. 1958).

Matinq Status. ülhen environmental conditions are favourable for flight,

aduìt Colorado potato beetìes may fìy in search of mates. The search of

males for mates is quite obvious in the fields. The males fly slowly over

the pìants from row to row. The femaìes, when in flight, are more direct

and move from one p'lant to another. The females alight on the highest

po'int of a p'lant where males can easiìy find them (G'ibson et al . 1925).

Fìight Muscles. Flight muscìes of Coìorado potato beetles are subiect to

reversible degeneration, and episodes of migratory flight coincide wjth

periods in which flight muscles are well developed (Johnson 1969)" Flight

muscle mass is related to diapause and other developmentaì states of the

adult, and is regulated by the endocrine system (Stegwee et al. 1963).

Six weeks after the beginning of diapause, the f'l'ight muscles show

extreme degeneration with very thin muscle fibres. The sarcosomes and the

respiratory system of the flight muscles almost completely disappear and

this may be the reason why diapausing beetles have a slow respiratjon rate

(Johnson 1969). Flight muscles begin to regenerate towards the end of

diapause. At emergence from diapause, muscles are completeìy regenerated

and sarcosomes show almost normal respiration. In the laboratory,

complete regeneration can occur within 5 days of the appropriate hormonaì

cue (Stegwee et al. 1963).
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Developmental Status. Johnson (1969) suggested that the amount and timing

of mjgratory activjty is a consequence of differing temperature thresholds

for fìight and emergence. Thus beetles could emerge from pupation and

enter the pre-reproductive stage during which migration normalìy occurs

(Tower 1906), but might be unable to fly because it is too cool" Johnson

(1969) hypothesized that migration would not occur if the pre-oviposition

period h,ere comp'leted without the temperature exceeding the lower

threshold for flight; however temperatures above the fìight threshold

during the pre-oviposition period would result in migration. He aìso

suggested that the greater importance of spring migration in the northern

part of the range is the resuìt of diapause interrupting the pre-

oviposition perìod; therefore aduìts emerging from diapause are not yet in

reproductive condition and can migrate. In more southerìy reg'ions

diapause induction does not occur untiì the pre-ovipos'ition period is

compì ete, and so adul ts emergi ng from di apause immedi ately begi n

reproducti on.

hlalking bv Larvae and Adults

Larvae of the Colorado potato beetle do not normally'leave the host

plant on whjch they are feeding unless threatened with starvation, or

dislodged by wind, rain, or other physical djsturbance (Gibson et al.

1925). When potato pìants are defoliated, larvae must die or leave the

pìants in search of another host plant (Hurst 1975). Later instar larvae

can move farther after leaving defo'ljated plants than can earlier instar

larvae: in one set of field observations, second instar larvae moved up

to 15 m, third instar larvae up to 30 m, and fourth instar larvae up to 75

m (Cass 1957).
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Adult beetles also walk aìong the ground, and this may be the

primary means of dispersal when temperatures are relat'iveìy low (Lashomb

and Ng 1984), or when beetles emerging from hibernation are close to a

potato field (Le Beme 1950). Þlhen released in an unfamil iar habitat

wjthjn a 3.04 m radius circle of potato slice baits, beetles showed a

strong preference for movement towards the north west (Ng and Lashomb

1983). Beetles in this trial took 5 - 150 min to reach the baits on bare

soìI, 43 - 300 min on grass turf, and 8? - 480 min in wheat (Ng and

Lashomb 1983).

Host Plant Relationships

The Colorado potato beetìe vtas, until recently, thought to have been

indigenous to the foot hiììs of the Rocky l,lountains, where it fed on S.

rostratun (Neck 1983). The insect transferred to S. tuberosun by 1859

(Casagrande 1985), and is an outstanding example of a native insect that

reached pest status through widening of its host range to an introduced

cultivated pl ant (Hsiao 1978). In l,lorth America, there is evidence of

ìocalized adaptation to different host species, however such divergence

has not yet been detected 'in Europe (de Wi'lde and Hs'iao l98l).

The Colorado potato beet'le, is an oligophagous insect which feeds

exclusiveìy on Solanaceae, and its physioìogy and behaviour is now h'ighly

adapted to 5. tuberosun (May and Ahmad 1983). The term ol igophagous was

proposed by Dethier (1947) for insects which are attracted by a few

specific and different chemicals and are capabìe of distingu'ishing one

from the other. But experiments conducted w'ith Coìorado potato beetles

show that acceptance of a host plant depends mainìy on the presence of

"acceptant chemicals" and absence of deterrent chemicals (Jermy 1961).
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The combination and amount of the acceptants seems to be of decisive

ìmportance. From this, Jermy (1961) conc'luded that Dethjer's (1947)

definition of oìigophagy is not appìicable to the Coìorado potato beetle.

Sensory Cues Involved in Host Location

In generaì, the host pìant selection of phytophagous insects depends

ma'inly on visual and olfactory stimulj. The role of visual cues in

location of hosts has not been extensìvely 'investigated for Colorado

potato beetles. Larvae can discriminate between shades of grey and show

preference for green over red or ochre, but these responses are onìy

evident at short range (de t{ilde & Pet 1957). Research on the role of

vision in adult host-seeking behaviour has not been reported.

Most investigators of host-plant location in Colorado potato beetles

have examined olfactory stimuli, and have worked with larvae or walking

adutts. It has been assumed that responses of beetles in flight are

sjmilar to those of walking adults on the ground.

In wind tunnel experiments, adult beetles walk upw'ind in the absence

and presence of host odours (de Hilde et al. 1969, de Wilde 1976, Visser

& Nielsen 1977, Visser 1976). The odour of potato plants enhances this

posit'ive anemotactic response of adult beetles (de [,lilde 1976, Visser and

Ave 1978). The effect of the potato foliage'is enhanced by additjon of

odours of a variety of other Solanun species, but is reduced by the odour

of some non-host p'lants (de Hiìde 1976). These findings are concordant

with field observations of beetles which, after emerging from the soil in
spring, move agaìnst the wind to trap fields located at a distance of

about 30 meters (Wegorek 1955).

The chemicals responsibìe for the chemo-anemotactic response are
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known as the "green ìeaf volatiìes"; individua'l components of the

volatiles do not elicit the response, a complex of the voìatiles is
necessary (Visser and Av¿ 1978). Fully grown potato pìants are more

attractive than young plants. The volat'iles are formed by oxidative

degradation of leaf lipids and, due to plant aging and injury, are

continuously released (Visser & Av¿ 1978). Removal of the terminal four

antennal segments of the Coì orado potato beetl e el imi nates both

anemotactic and chemo-anemotactic responses (de Hilde 1976). De [,lilde

(1976) suggested that the green leaf volatiles are both attractants and

feeding stimulants for adult beetles.

Larvae may also use olfactory cues to detect host plants. Cass

(1957) observed that 58% of larvae leaving defoliated p'lants in a field

moved upwind towards another potato field. However, wind tunnel

experiments have not revealed an anemotactic response in larvae (de llilde

et al. 1969). Hhen larvae move within a field in which potatoes surround

them, they move in an apparently aimless manner (Gibson et al. L925, de

Uilde 1958). Larvae may be attracted to host plants by short range

olfactory cues (Chin 1950), or olfact'ion may be unimportant until a

potential food jtem has been located by the process of "random b'iting" (de

ldilde 1958). These host-location mechanisms appear to function

differently to those involved in host acceptance. For exampìe, the odour

of S. denissun Lindì. is as attractive to the larvae as that of 5.

tuberosun, yêt ìarvae feed continuousìy on S. tuberosun but reiect 5.

denissun as food (de Wiìde 1958).

In nature, host p'lant selectjon is primariìy carried out by adult

female Colorado potato beetles because the selection of larval host pìants

is usualìy determined by where the female lays eggs. It is therefore not
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surpri sjng that a'lthough the chemical

influence behaviour jn adults and ìarvae,

the larvae (Visser and de Wilde 1980).

Effect of Plant Communities

:

I

:

characteri stics of the host

adults are more selective than

The texture of the pìant community can influence both the rate at

which host pìant patches are discovered, and the intensity with which

discovered patches are exploited by phytophagous insects (Stanton 1983).

Larger patches will be discovered more often than smal'ler patches because

the probability that a herbivore will immigrate'into any host pìant area

is directly related to the peripheral distance around that patch (Stanton

1e83).

The host-finding adaptations of the Colorado potato beetìe probably

evolved in response to the characteristics of the plants on which it
origina'lly fed. 5. rostratun is found in open, semiarid grassland, or on

roadsides and waste ground (lrlhalen 1979) where vegetation is sparse and

species diversity is either low or moderate. It is adapted to

opportunistic exploitation of shifting habitats, and has become a weed

throughout ìarge areas of North America and on other continents (Hsiao

1981). Thus the local d'istribution is ljkely to be patchy but the patches

can be ìarge. The other natural food pìants of Colorado potato beetle are

also weedy and occur in open habitats, often'in groups. For examp'lê,5.

carolinense L. and S. eleagnifoliun Cav. are perennial weeds of sparseìy

vegetated areas, and spread vegetat'ively, g'iving rise to fairly'large but

often wideìy dispersed patches (May, M.L. unpubl'ished).

The influence of pìant dispersion on movements of the Coìorado

potato beetle has been studied with mark-recapture techniques by Bach
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(1982). In her studjes, beetles released between pìots contain'ing potato

monocultures, poìycultures with two additional non-host pìant species, and

polycultures with five additional non-host species, did not exhibit

preference for a particular type of pìot. When potted plants were used,

colonization rate and time spent on p'lants were higher on potato plants

growing alone than on p'lants surrounded by non-host vegetation. No

effects of plant densìty were observed. Beetles usually remained on the

first p'lant they co'lonised (Bach 1982); this, and the sedentary behaviour

of the Iarvae (G'ibson et al. 1925), ffiôy be adaptations to avoid straying

from the wideìy dispersed patches of host plants.

Environmental Effects on Host Plant Location

The open habitats of 5. rostratun and other host pìants on which

Colorado potato beetles evolved, ffiây st'ill influence the way in which

beetles ìocate host pìants. [.lind speeds are higher in open habitats and

the boundary'layer, in which beetle flight speed is greater than the wind

speed, is very small. 0bstructions such as vegetation reduce wind

velocity, increase turbulence, increase the thickness of the boundary

'layer, and may reduce anemotaxis and so impede host-finding by adults

(V'isser 1976). hla'lking beetles sometimes cl imb 'into regions of higher

wjnd velocity on small hills and projections (Visser 1976). It is Iikely

that despite these apparent attempts to get above the region of

turbulence, walking beetìes can onìy orient to pìants over distances of a

metre or ìess (Jermy 1958); flying beetles are ljkely to orient over

'longer ranges (May and Ahmad 1983).

Perhaps the d'ifficulties of orientation in habjtats which ìmpede

wind flolv are respons'ible for the observation that Colorado potato beetles
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are less abundant in fields wjth barriers such as hilìs, mountainso

forests and wjndbreaks (Hiluz et al. 1958). Infestation rates of the

insect are higher in fields situated ìn open spaces. Windbreaks therefore

may be useful in reducing the number of Colorado potato beetles in fieìds;

however the numbers of aphids and other small airborne insects may be

increased by the presence of a windbreak (Lewis 1969).
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CHAPTER 3 PART I

Wjthin-field distribution of Colorado potato beetle,

Lepti notarsa decenl i neata (Co'leoptera: Chrysomel idae) , 'in

Manitoba: effects of field characteristics, and application to

monitoring methods

H. M. Morris

Department of Entomo'logy

Un'iversity of Manitoba

Hinnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
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Abstract

In 1984 and 1985, the pattern of distribution of Colorado potato

beetles in commercial fields of potatoes was investigated. In each year

four fields, two of cv. Norland and two of cv. Russet, Burbank, were

sampl ed at weekly i nterval s by vj sual examj nati on of pl ants at

predetermined points along north-south and east-west transects. For each

half transect from the edge of the field to the centre, the type, size and

distance of windbreaks, and the distance to the nearest field which had

been potatoes the previous year, were recorded.

Adults, egg masses and larvae tended to be aggregated; their numbers

varied among fields and over time. In each field the number of larvae

reached a peak in the third week after plant emergence; all fields were

sprayed during the following week, and few Colorado potato beetles were

found after spraying. Numbers of larvae per pìant in the third week after

emergence were analyzed. Except in one unusually smaìl field, numbers

were either low throughout the haìf transect, or were high at the field

margin and declined with increas'ing distance from the field edge. In both

years, the edge effect was modified by the height and djstance of the

nearest windbreak. Larval numbers per plant were consistentìy higher on

Russet Burbank plants than on those of the smaller cultivar, Norland.

Distance to previous potato crops did not consjstently affect distribution

of larvae. Methods of incorporating the edge effects into a sampìing

scheme were jnvestigated. The best of the methods tested, if app'lied to

an economic threshold of 1 larva/plant, would have reduced the area

sprayed by 27% in 1984 and 66% in 1985.
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Introducti on

In temperate regions, Col orado potato beetl es Lepti notarsa

decenlineata (Say), overw'inter as adults in the soil (Hurst, 1975). The

hibernation site js frequentìy close to the last feed'ing site of the

season (Gibson et al. 1925). Therefore, typicaììy, potato crops are

colonized in spring by aduìt beetles migrating from the sites of the

previous year's crop. When potatoes are not grouln continuousìy in a

field, co'lonization is by beetles walking or fìying into the field.

Skuhravy et al. (1968) observed that, when such fields are adjacent to

prev'ious crops of potatoes, beetìes are abundant on'ly near the edge of the

field, but that when fields are distant from the previous crops, the

distribution of insects is far more uniform. Since beetles do not readily

walk through vegetation (Ng and Lashomb 1983), it is likely that the edge

effect observed by Skuhravy et al. (1968) is the result of beetles waìking

into the fieìds, and the unjform distribution is the result of immjgration

by fl ight"

In Manjtoba, potatoes are normaììy not grown in the same field in

successive years, but often close to the site of previous potato crops.

Furthermore, air temperatures at the time beetìes emerge from hibernatjon

are frequentìy below the 25'C threshold (Johnson 1969) for flight. Thus

pronounced edge effects might be expected. The immigrant females oviposit

on the potato pìants, and the larvae seldom move far (G'ibson et al. 1925),

therefore it is likeìy that such edge effects persist at least until the

tjme insecticides are appìied for control of the Colorado potato beetles.

For growers to use economic thresholds in deciding on control measures for
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Colorado potato beetle, it is essential that the nature of the within-

field distribution be known.

The current study was undertaken to investigate the within-fjeld

d'istribution of Colorado potato beetles in Manitoba, to examine factors

influencing the abundance and distribution of the insects, and to examine

methods of incorporat'ing the results into a monitoring scheme for Colorado

potato beetl es.

Methods

Fields used in the study were commercial fieìds in the areas of

intensive potato production in southern Manitoba; all fields were subject

to the normal production procedures of the grower concerned. In 1984 and

1985, two fields of cv. Norland and two fields of cv" Russet Burbank

potatoes were sampled. In 1984 all fields were near Morden, Manjtoba

(49"10'N, 98'4'W). In 1985, one field of each cultivar was located near

Morden and one field of each cultivar was near Portage ìa Prairie

(49"55'N, 98'18'kl) . Al I fields were approximate'ly rectangu'lar and

oriented with sides north-south and east-west. All fields were sprayed

against Colorado potato beetle in early-mid Juìy.

For each field, the approximate area was determined by counting rows

and pìants in rows. The nature of wjndbreaks around each field was

recorded; the distance from the edge of the crop to each windbreak was

measured and the height of windbreaks was estimated trigonometricaììy.

The distance from the sampìed field to the nearest potato field of the

previous year was obtained by consult'ing growers' records, plotting the

results on large scaìe maps, and measuring the scale distances wjth a

rul er.
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Sampì i ng began as soon as pl ants emerged i n the spri ng, and

continued at weekly intervals thereafter. Sampìing was carried out by

counting all the Colorado potato beetle adu'lts, larvae and egg masses on

selected plants along transects. 0n each sample occasion, two transects

were sampled ìn each field, one from the north edge to the south edge of

the fjeld, the other from east to west. Each transect was randomly

selected from a 100 m wide band centred on the side of the fietd (Fig. 1);

where the field uras less than 100 m in extent, all of the field was

included in the band from which transects ù{ere selected. 0nce the

transect was selected, the observer moved along it through the field and

sampìed plants at I m intervals in the edge zone (Zone E, Fig. l), at 2 m

intervals in the intermediate zone (Zone I, Fig. l), and at l0 m intervals

in the middle zone (Zone M, Fig. 1). Zone E was l0 m wide, zone I was 30

m wide, and zone M occupied the remainder of the transect. Thus, except

in very small fields, a sampìer moving along a transect would take 10

samples from zone E, then 15 samples from zone I, then an indefinite

number from zone I'f, before encountering the zone I of the far side of the

field where a further 15 samples would be taken; final'ìy, 10 samples would

be taken in the zone E of the far side of the field. In all fields the

distance between rows tvas approximateìy 1 m. In fields of cv. Russet

Burbank there were ca. two pìants/m a'long the rows, in fields of cv.

Norìand there were ca. three plants/m aìong the rows. These between-row

and within-row spacings were used to determine selection of p'lants, as

this was much simpler than d'irect measurement. The scheme resulted in

samples which were at correspond'ing distances from the field edge along

each transect, but all djstances were approximate because they depended
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upon the precision of the planting equipment"

Transects were divided into two at the centre point, and data for

each half-transect were analyzed separately" In preìiminary analyses,

attempts were made to describe the relationship of density with distance

from the field edge by fitting the relationship (Taylor 1978):

Density = exp (a + b (distance'))

to the untransformed data using an iterative least squares method

(hlilkinson 1988); in this relationship ô, b, and c are coefficients of the

non-linear regression. However, it was often not possible to obtain a

satisfactory fit to this modeì and the method was discarded, in favour of

a I inear regress'ion model .

To minimize heteroscedasticity, insect densities were transformed,

based upon the relationshjp of the mean and variance (Taylor 1970):

Variance = a (Mean)b

by perform'ing least squares regression on the logarithmic transformations

of the mean and variance of subsamples of the data; in this reìationship

a and b are coeffjcients of the regression. The constant, b, was used ìn

a transformation of the form:

Z = X(l -o'sb)

(Taylor 1970), where X was the orig'ina'l value and Z was the transformed

val ue.

Preliminary analysis indicated that the numbers on plants I m from

the edge of the field were very different from those on other pìants in

zone E, and so these plants were not included in any of the analyses.

Thus results of on'ly nine samp'les from zone E are reported.

Regression anaìysis of the transformed insect densities in the half-
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transects was conducted in three phases. First'ly, regressions were

calculated for each individual half-transect, to define the nature of the

relatjonshìp between densjty and distance from the edge of the fjeld.

The second phase of the regression analys'is was a companison of

regressions among half-transects to determine whether characteristics of

the field influenced the regression line. Candidate characteristics were

cultivar, the nature of windbreaks, and the distance to previous potato

crops. Preliminary analysis indicated that the type of windbreak (tree

species or road) had no significant effect on the regression relationsh'ip,

so attention was focused on the size and proximity of the windbreak. A

sìng1e variable was used to represent windbreak size and distance. This

was the tangent of the angle subtended by the windbreak when viewed from

the edge of the crop, and was calculated as the windbreak height divided

by its distance from the edge of the potato crop. The straight-ìine

distance to the site of the nearest previous potato crop from the edge of

the samp'l e field tvas determi ned for each hal f-transect. A log

transformation of thjs vaìue was used in the analysis. t{hen the distance

to the previous crop was more than I km it proved impossibìe to contact

alt the landowners involved and a value of 3 km was substituted in such

cases.

The third phase of the regression analysis was an examination of the

most reliable way of predicting areas in which larval densit'ies exceeded

a chosen threshold value. The threshold chosen for this analysis was t

larva per pìant in the third week of sampì'ing. This value was chosen

because it is wjthin the range of economic injury estimates obtained by

Senanayake and Holìiday (in press) and Lactin (personal communication).
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Four regression models, using three possible combinations of transformed

or untransformed variables were assessed for their effectiveness in

predicting which areas of fields required spraying" Effectiveness was

determined by examining the observed mean densities of larvae in the

samples in those areas identified by the model as above or below the

threshold, and by examining the percentage of sampìes which were

misclassified by the model.

Resul ts

Information on the characteristics of fields is shown in Table l.
The fields from the Portage 1a Prairie area were fields 3 and 910; all the

other fields were in the Morden area.

In both years, all fieìds were sprayed with insecticides in the

fourth week after sampìing began. Spraying had a profound effect on the

numbers of Colorado potato beetles, and the numbers found after spraying

were too small for anaìysis. The numbers of adults, eg9 masses and ìarvae

found in the first three weeks of sampling are shown in Table 2.

Initially onìy adults and egg masses were found, but larvae appeared in

the second or third week of sampììng. Alt stages were more abundant in

1984 than in 1985 (Tabl e 2).

The variance/mean ratio is I when organisms are randomly distributed

(Southwood 1978), and values greater than this indicate aggregation. Alì

stages exhibited significantly aggregated distributions at some point in

sampìing (Tabte 2), and larvae were much more strongly aggregated than

other stages.

Edqe Effects

There t{as no clear edge effect at some field margins (e.g. North
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edge of field 910, Fig. 2A) " while others showed a strong edge effect

(e.g.South edge of the same field Fig. 28). The east - west transect of

field 210 d'id not show a reduction in density at the middle of the field

(F'igs. 2C and D). klith the except'ion of field 210, sides of fields where

larvae were abundant did exhib'it an edge effect similar to that in Fig.

28.

The analysis of edge effects was restricted to the third week of

sampling and to the larvae. For other stages, and in other weeks, the

numbers were too small for analysis. The third week corresponded to the

time when control decisions would be made. Because of the strongìy

aggregated distribution of larvae (Table 2), the transformation Z = Xo'tt

was used before regression analysis; examination of residuals fnom the

regression analysis confirmed the adequacy of this transformation.

A linear relationship between the number of larvae/plant and log.

distance from the fietd edge gave a satisfactory fit in many cases (Table

3). The transformation of distance was employed because the untransformed

plot showed marked curvilinearity. 0f the total of 32 half-transects,

seven had no larvae in any samples (Table 3). 0f the 25 half-transects

with larvae, 11 showed significant regressions, aìl of which had pos'itive

intercepts and negative slopes. All but four of the remaining non-

significant lines also exhibited the trend of a positive intercept and

negative slope. 0f the exceptions, one was a half-transect in field 210,

in which it has already been noted that there was no reduction of numbers

in the centre of the field. The remaining half-transects with non-

significant slopes had Iow numbers of larvae.

It is noticeable (Table 3) that the proportion of the variance
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explained by the regression model (r') is positiveìy comeìated with the

number of larvae found in zone E (r = 0.612, d.f" = 23, P< 0.01). Thus,

when the number of larvae near the edge of the field is high it'is more

likely that there will be a sign'ificant regression. Aìso, the slopes of

the regressions in TabIe 3 are negat'ively correlated with the total number

of larvae in zone E (r = -.608 d.f. = 23 P <0.01).

Effect of Field Characteristics

The consistency of the regressions of transformed larval density on

log. distance from the field edge, indicated that this type of regression

could be adopted as the best model for ana'lysis of covariance to examine

the effects of fieìd characteristics on the regressions.

The analysis of covariance was carried out for each year separately.

Preliminary analysis indicated that in both years there was significant

variation among the half-transects, and among the interaction of half-

transects with distance from the field edge (Tabìe 4A and 4C). This

indicates that the characteristics of the half-transect affect not only

the mean number of larvae per pìant jn that group of samp'les, but also the

slope of the relationship of larval density with distance from the edge of

the field.

An ana'lysis of covariance modei incorporatìng distance from the

field edge, cultivar, the tangent of the angle subtended by windbreaks,

and log" distance to previous crops was fitted to each year's data (Table

48 and 4D). In both years, cultivar, tangent of windbreak, and the

interaction of tangent of windbreak with distance from the edge of the

field were significant. Distance from the field edge was significant in

1984 onìy, d'istance to the previous year's crop was significant only in
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1985. The coefficients ìndicate that larval densities were higher on

Russet Burbank than on I'lorìand, and that larger tangents of windbreak are

associated with higher larval densities and with steeper regressions of

density on distance from the field margin.

The analysis among half-transects (Table 4A and 4C) was the most

complete anaìysis of covariance model fitted, the res'idual variance from

this model represents scatter about the individual regressions for half-

transects. Models which fit the effects of a limited number of field

characteristics as independent or treatment variables to the data, cannot

explain more variance than the among half-transects model. Thus the model

reported in Table 48 explains 45% of the maximum possible variance among

half-transects in 1984; in 1985, the model in Table.-4D explains 74% of the

maximum possible variance among half-transects in 1985.

Us i nq Edqe Effects i n I'lon i tori nq

A'lthough models with transformations of both distance from the fjeld

edge and larval dens'ity gave the best fìt to the data (Table 5), models

with these transformatjons tended to cìass'ify areas as not requiring

spraying where densjties were, in fact, above I larva/plant. The

"individual" model used the regressions shown in Table 3 to predict where

the mean density of ìarvae would be one or less. In areas predicted by

this model to be below or equal to the threshold, observed mean larval

dens'it'ies were greater than I Iarva/plant in 1984, and the lower density

cal cul ated over both years (Tabì e 5) , was the resul t of better

discrimination in 1985. In the "edge" model, 'in addition to the

i ndi vidua'l regress'ions, hal f transects w j th total numbers of I arvae i n

zone E of less than l0 were considered to be below the threshold. This
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model was a sìight improvement over the individuaì model, but still the

larval density in 1984 was above 1 ìarva/plant in the areas predicted to

be bejow the threshold. In the "pooled" model, the data from 1984 and

1985 were pooìed, and larval density was pred'icted by the distance from

the fieìd edge, the total number of larvae in samples from zone E, and

thei r i nteracti on. The ANCOVA model (Tab'le 5) , was simi I ar to the poo'led

model but took into account the effect of the two years on the larval

density and on the coefficients of the independent variables. l,leither the

pooled nor the ANCOVAmodel successfully predicted areas of the field with

densities of larvae below the threshold"

There was little to choose between the two sets of modeìs in which

untransformed larval density was used as the dependent variable, Both

sets discriminated welì between areas with high and low larval densities,

and the percentage of sampìes classified as requiring spraying was similar

in each case (Table 5).

Di scussion

Larvae were the most abundant stage during the period before

spraying of the commercial fields, and their numbers peaked during the

third week of samp'ling (Table 2). This was the week in which grohters

might have assessed the abundance of larvae before making a decision on

spraying. The high degree of larval aggregation is typical for Coìorado

potato beetles (Harcourt 1963, Martel et al. 1986). This aggregation is

responsible for the relat'ively poor fit of even the best fitting

regression models: even in areas of high density there are many plants

w'ith no ìarvae, aìso in low density areas of the field deposition of a

s'ingle egg mass on a p'lant can result in 30 or more larvae on that plant.
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Hith the exception of field 210, the edge effect was consistentìy

present i n hal f-transects wi th abundant I arvae. Thi s effect i s

characterised by higher numbers at the edge of the field, and lower

numbers as the distance from the edge of the field increases (Fig. 28).

The absence of thìs pattern in field 210 is probably'oecause of the small

size of this field, which resulted in the high edge densities of the east

and west sides (Fig. 2 C and D) meeting in the middle.

The semi-ìogarithmic relationship of density with distance from the

field edge (Table 3) suggests that density is related to distance in a

multipìicative way; thus a doubling of distance results in a constant

decrement in density" This type of relationship was also apparent

(although the fit was poorer) when untransformed values of the ìarva'l

density are used. Such a relatjonship wouìd be consistent with random

dispersal of insects from a source outside the field (Southwood 1978).

However, interpretation of the regressions in terms of the dispersal

behaviour of the insects must be tentative. This is because firstly, the

larvae are not the dispersing stage and their distributìon is dependent

upon both the dispersaì and oviposition behaviour of femaìes, and

secondìy, w'ithout large amounts of data obtained under controlled

conditions it ìs difficult to distinguish the most appropriate curve for

fitting the fall-off of insect density wìth distance from thejr source

(Taylor 1978).

In both years, indjvidual characteristics of half-transects affected

both the mean number of larvae per plant, and the rate of decline of

larval density with increasing distance from the field edge (Table 4A and

4C). Substantial parts of this variatìon could be attributed to readiìy
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measurable characteristics of the field (Tabìe 48 and 4D)" The influence

of cultivar on larval density is probably related to pìant size. Russet

Burbank pìants are larger than Norland plants and are more wideìy spaced

w'ithin the row (Manitoba Agriculture 1988). Hhen the sample unit is the

plant, largermore widely spaced pìants wiìì support more larvae per plant

even when the density per unit area is the same on both cultivars"

The other consistent effects were those associated with the tangent

of the angie subtended by windbreaks. This measure combines windbreak

height and distance in a single variable so that low close windbreaks are

equivalent to distant tall windbreaks. t{indbreaks which had high tangent

values increased the density of ìarvae in the half transects, and

increased the steepness of the sìope of the regression of larval density

on distance from the field edge. This effect is consistent with the

findings of Lewis (1970) with regard to flyjng or drifting airborne

insects on the lee side of windbreaks. However, for flight, adult

Colorado potato beetles require temperatures exceeding 25"C, and several

hours of sunshine (Johnson 1969). Durìng June, when those females which

resulted in the larvae sampìed in week 3 would have been dispersing before

oviposition, there were six sunny days with temperatures above 25"C in

1984 and only one such day in 1985 (Environment Canada 1984,1985).

Therefore it seems that at least in 1985, a substantial proport'ion of the

adults must have walked to the field. It is not clear whether the

windbreak effect'is operating onìy on that portion of the population which

flew to the field, or whether there is also an effect of windbreaks

directly on walk'ing beetìes.

In 1984, distance from the field edge was a significant covariate
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(Table 48), but in 1985 (Table 4D) th'is was not so. However, the

jnfluence ofdistance to the field edge remained'important in 1985 because

of the s'ignificant interaction between it and windbreak. In addition to

the effect ofwindbreaks on the pattern of distribution, the distance from

last year's potato field to the present growing field should be

considered. The effect of distance to the prev'ious year's crop utas

s'ignificant in 1985 but not in 1984; moreover, the coefficient for 1985

(Table 4D) indicates that haìf-transects close to last year's field had

reduced populations of larvae. The lack of consistency, and the reversal

of the sign of the coefficient from that expected, could indicate that the

significance of this variable is an artifact. This is aìways a

possibility in studies such as this, in which the system cannot be

manipul ated or controlled.

Previous studies revealed that infestations are higher along field

margins when a new potato field is adjacent to a previous field (blegorek

1955, üliluz et al. 1958). If the distance between the fields is more than

400 m, then the dispersion of adults and larvae in the new plot is uniform

(Skuhravy et al. 1968). [,lituz (1958) proposed that this is because fields

close to prevìous fields are invaded by walking beetìes, and this causes

edge effects; if previous fields are more d'istant, new fields are invaded

by flying beetìes, which causes a uniform dispersion pattern.

In my findings, fields which were >1000 m away from previous potato

fields, and which would be expected to be colonized by flying beetles,

showed evident edge effects. Fields which were 3 m from previous fields

and would be expected to be coìonized by walking beetles did not show edge

effects. The difference between my resuìts and those in the literature
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may be because of different environmental conditions" In published

studies, cond'it'ions may favour beetles walking to the new potato crop. In

my study, fljght or movement in late summer, just before hibernation, may

be important and could modify distribution the folìowing year. Migratory

fl ights may occurin late summer (Tower 1906, de kdilde 1962). So,

dispersaì of adults in ìate súmmer may occur from senescing potato fields.

If adults fìy from early senescing fieìds in late summer, these fields

would have less overwintered beetles emerging in early spring next year.

Hence adjacent fields would not have high infestations along field margins

the next year. However, even when pìants senesce, hibernation of part of

the adult beetle popuìation may occur without dispersal to other fields.

New'ly emerged beetles may not have time to develop flight worthiness and

may enter the soiì for hibernation.

Whether beetles fly from fields in summer, or diapause and

overwinter there, wi'll depend upon the developmental stage of the beetles

at the time potato pìants senesce. Developmental stage, and diapause

induction is dependent upon temperature and photoperiod (Hurst 1975).

Time of pìant senescence is also dependent upon environmental conditions

(Dwelle l9B5) but is affected by date of pìanting and cultivar. Date of

planting also djrectly affects Colorado potato beetles because adults show

a preference for younger plants rather than older pìants (Boiteau 1986).

Therefore later planted plots are attractive to beetles and may serve as

d'iapausing sites for them.

Cultivar pìays a major role in the time of plant senescence.

Norland is an ear'ly maturing variety, while Russet Burbank matures much

later. If fields of Norland senesce early and the beetles in those fields
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are fl ight worthy, and temperatures are suitable for fì ight, then

dispersaì flìghts would sure'ly occur from these fields" Only beetles

whose fìight muscles degenerated before they couìd be used would enter

diapause. Therefore fewer beetles wouìd emerge from Norland fields the

following year. The later maturing cultivars such as Russett Burbank are

harvested in September and October. The day length and temperature

prevailing at that time induce beetles to enter diapause rather than

disperse. A proportion of the beetle population from senescing Norland

fields may migrate into Russet Burbank fields, and enter diapause. High

emergence of beetles from these sites can be expected the folìowing year.

In my study, even at a distance from previous fields of >1000 m,

there is sometimes an evident edge effect. This could be because beetìes

flyjng below the boundary layer might arrest flight at the edge of a field

in response to the odour of potato pìants. The beetles which faìl to the

ground then would walk into the field infesting the edge p'lants. De üJilde

1976, repeatedìy observed beetles falling from a height of several metres

into a potato field or into the surrounding vegetation. In contrast,

beetles drifting with the wind above the boundary layer couìd be deposited

more uniformly within fields.

The comelation of the significance of the regressions jn

Table 3 with the number of larvae found in zone E suggests that when

numbers of larvae are large near the edge of the field, a relationship

with distance from the field margin will usuaììy exist. If this is
generaìly true, then sampling the edge of the field might provide

information that could be used in pest control decisions. If a small

number of larvae are present at the edge of the field, then it is fairìy
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certa'in that the densities elsewhere on that haìf-transect wilì also be

low. If the numbers at the edge of the field are ìarge then growers could

sample the length of the entire half-transect, or could base decisions

upon edge sampìing alone.

The failure of the models using transformed larval density (Table 5)

to provide good discrimination between areas exceeding, and not exceeding,

the selected economic threshold is attributable to the transformation.

Because the means of transformed variates are not equal to the means of

their untransformed equivalents (Fisher and Yates 1963), the application

of this model introduces a bias which results in underestimation of the

true mean density of larvae.

lllhen the untransformed larval densities are used, model fits are

poorer, but the predictions are free of bias (Table 5) and so more useful

in the context of decision making. Hhether or not the distance from the

field edge was subjected to a 'logarithmic transformation made little
djfference to the predictive performance, but the models using transformed

distance were selected because of their slightly higher rt values.

In selecting a method of sampling for pest control decis'ion making,

it is necessary to balance the need for error-free predictìons against the

costs of sampling, and view this balance in the context of the costs of

crop loss and crop protection. Therefore, even though the individual

half-transect model provides the best predictions and results in the least

percentage of samples miscìassified (Table 5), it is too time-consuming to

be of practical use. Typically, four half-transects require 3-4 person

hours, and this would be the minimum amount of time necessary to make a

decision for a singìe field using this method. Some saving of time over
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the jndividual half-transect method can be achieved by dec'iding that when

the total number of larvae in the nine samples in zone E is ìess than 10,

the half-transect wjll be considered below the econom'ic thresho'ld, and no

further sampìing is done. Even so, this method stilì requ'ires that many

piants be sampled; in 1984 for example,69% of all half-transects would

have requ'ired comp'lete sampl i ng.

The analysis of covariance model is based upon the regression of

distance from the field edge and on the number of larvae on sampìes'in

zone E, but tests to see if the regression coefficients changed during the

two years of the study. There were significant changes between the two

years, and the fulì ANCOVAmodel (Tabìe 5) takes these into account in its

predictions. The result is a decjsion method which is almost as good as

individual half-transect methods, but which requires only a knowìedge of

the regression coefficients for each year and of the number of larvae in

zone E. Unfortunately, the amount of data collected does not allow

prediction of the spec'ific coefficients for each year; so this method is

not practical for decision making, as the only way to determ'ine the

regression coefficients ìs by sampì'ing large numbers of transects.

The pooìed model ignores the previousìy-detected significant

differences in the regressìon coefficients between years, and uses the

pooìed data to estimate coefficients which are assumed to be constant from

year to year. The predictive value of this method is only sìightly

inferior to the ANCOVA modeì, but it has the advantage that, once the

coefficients are determined, the on'ly input data requ'ired for each half

transect is the total number of larvae in the nine samples of zone E. If
this method were applied to the fields sampled (Table 6), the average
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reduction in area sprayed 'in 1984 would have been 27%, and in 1985 wouìd

have been 66%; values for the individual fields are shown in Table 6.

It would be a better test of the pooled regress'ion method of

decision making to apply the method to an independent set of data, which

was not used jn jts derivation; however, I was unable to do this because

of time constraints.

The value of the method in potato production wi'll depend upon how it
performs under a variety of different spring weather conditions. It has

been noted that edge effects are'less pronounced during abnormalìy warm

springs (8. Geisel, personal communication). If these climatically

induced differences make the pooled method unworkabìe, then perhaps

climatic indicators can be used to predict the specific regression

coefficients for each year.

It is clear that without knowledge of the edge effects, sampling

potato fields to make decisions about Colorado potato beetle control can

lead to misìeading results. Methods which depend only on sampìing near

the edge are more ìikeìy to be used than much more extensive sampìing

schemes, even if they are less precise. The alternatjve to using such

schemes is'likely to be the contjnuatjon of routine spraying without

regard to insect numbers. This study demonstrates that'in some years this

leads to a 200% jncrease in insectjcide use over what is economicaìly

justified. Furthermore, the continuation of routine spraying is 'likely to

result in the onset of insecticide resistance'in Manitoba, as it has in

many other areas of North America (Forgash 1985, Cassagrande 1987, Harris

and Svec 1981). Also in some potato produc'ing areas, continuous use of

persistent insecticides has resulted in contamination of ground water.
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Crop rotation is wideìy used in Manitobao and needs to be considered

in commercial potato production in other areas. Rotation of a non-host

grain crop reduces the popuìatjon of Colorado potato beetle in the

following year's potato crop and delays colonization (Wright 1984). Edge

effects are associated with crop rotation, and the resulting uneven

distribution of Colorado potato beetìes must be understood if appropriate

control decisions are to be made.
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TABLE I . Characteri sti cs of f i el ds samp'l ed.

Year Fieìd Area
Number

(ha)

Cultlvar Size (m) Slde

N-SOE-V Type

Vlndbreak Dl stance
to

prev i ous
pot â to

crop (n)Olstqnce HelEht
(m) (m)

wareNb

19.0 Norl ônd

?6,9 Norì ånd 640 420

2.7 Russet Burbùnk

216 77.6 Russet Burbank 980 180

East Road

V/est None

North None

South Frôxl nu
s

East Road

Vest None

North FraxJnu
3

South Popul us

East None

l,rest Sal i x

North Popuì us

South None

Eôst Popul us

Vest Roôd

North Road

South None

I .000

o. coo

0.000

o.625

3 1.000

- 0.000

5 5.000

15 1.500

- o.o00

3 0.750

1s 1.475

- 0.000

ta I .200

3 0.333

3 0.300

- o.o00

3 0.007

2 0.001

a o.o19

4 0.700

1A 0.900

- o.ooo

la 1.500

- o.o00

- o.o00

15 0.500

- o.o00

- o.o00

- 0.000

- 0.000

20 1.111

10 2. OOO

3

I

10

4

a

15

9

10

350

1500

400

?o

72

30

>1000

3

>1000

800

>1000

>1000

10

400

3

400

500

>1000

>1 000

>1000

>1000

3

>1000

l0

20

>1000

100

>1000

400

>1000

t?

>1000

>1000

> 1000

>1000

>1000

>1 000

3

5

3

a

1985 3 14.3 Norland 42O

217 2O.A Norland AOO

229 14.1 fìusset Eurbànk 160

91O 37.4 Russet Burbank 7O0

34O Eôst Prunus

lJest Roôd

North Popul us

Sauth Popuì us

260 East Qqercus

l{est None

North Quèrcus

Soqth None

840 East None

l{qst Quercus

North None

South None

54O East None

West None

North Quercus

South Popul us

North to South.

edge of the field

I8

5

E-bl = East

Tangent of
wi ndbreak.

to West; N-S =

angl e at the which i s subtended by
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TABLE 2. Mean (t SEM) numbers per

of different stages of Coìorado

app'l icatjons in commercial fieìds.

Year Sanpte
L¡eek'

Adutts Egg nnsses

plant and variance/mean

potato beetles before

ratio (s '/m)

i nsecti ci de

I'leân(rsEll ) s'/m Hean( tSElt ) st/m l.lean(lSEll ) st/m

1

2

3

ó90

ó90

690

750

750

750

0.08ó10.007 0.39 Ê

0,079*0.013 f -48 *

0.03310.007 1.02

0.013t0.005 1.44 *

0.020t0.006 1.35 *

0.020t0.005 0.94

0.117*0.014 1.1ó *

0.109*0.013 1.07

0.02810.007 1.21 *

0.025t0.007 1.47 *

0.0ó5*0.014 2.?6 *

0.045t0.011 2.01 *

0-
0.314t0.077 'l3.03 *

3.04810.291 19.17 *

1985 I

2

3

* Indicates a
expected if the

variance/mean ratio
insects'distribution

0

0

1.137t0.221 32.?2 *

significant'ly different from that
'i s random.
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TABLE 3. Density of larvae per plant in third week of sampling and

relationshìp w'ith distance to field edge.

YêÀr Field Hean(t sEM)
lôrvêe per

pì ant

Regres s i on¡

Intercept Slopc

Lôrvôe
ôt

edgeb

1984 ?oZ Eâst

Vest

Nort h

South

2O5 Eôst

Vest

North

Soqt h

2f0 EÀst

West

North

Soqth

216 East

1./e å t

Nort h

Sout h

3 EÀst

We st

North

South

277 East

llest

North

South

?29 East

West

Nort h

Sout h

91O East

West

Nort h

Sout h

0.23to. 13 +O.28{¡

1.09t0.7A +O.574

0.50io.26 +o.362

O.2AtO-74 +O.345

o.37tO.?2 +O.352

2.92*O.A7 +1.8æ

3.8€t1.32 +2.t74

2 .43t1 .06 +1 . 336

4.00t1.76 -0.110

18.11t4.29 +1.981

o.67f0.45 +0.595

0-

5.7411.09 +1.660

5.87t1.23 +2.297

7.O311.99 +3.081

4.O3f1.34 +1.255

0-

0. ozto.02 -o.021

0.O3tO.03 +0.071

o-
1.77t1.03 +0.951

0-

0-

O.24tO.24 +0.189

1 . 5710.95 +0. 131

r-?lto,79 +1.363

0.4410.19 +0.617

o-
o-

0.75t0,38 +0. 135

0 .6010. 52 +0 . 104

I I .87t2.65 +2 . 593

34

34

54

54

52

52

4t

41

1a

1A

47

41

69

69

29

29

4?

4?

3A

3a

62

63

35

34

29

?9

65

65

56

56

4a

4a

-0 . o4a

-0. l15

-0 . o53

-0 . o53

-0 . 062

-0. 339

-0.444

-o-255

+0 .325

-0.073

-o. 128

-0. 199

-o.3?2

-o.7 49

-0. 147

+0.013

-0 . ot3

-0, 178

-o. o44

+O. O38

-o.401

-o.112

+0. OO778

-0 , o07

-o .4?6

o.04

0.06

0.03

0.04

0. 05

0.37 *

0.46'
o.18 r

o. oa

o.o1

o.12'

0.10 Ê

o.?9,
0.61 r

0.03

o.o1

o. 01

0,20 *

0. 03

0. oo

0.45 .

0.16'

0. o0

0. o0

0.28'

2

11

I

3

1

105

8A

4a

4A

134

18

0

141

114

157

50

0

o

o

o

40

0

o

I

15

34

19

0

o

o

0

98

Regressions are of Xo'25 transformed numbers of larvae per plant
the log" of distance from the edge of the field.
Total number of larvae in the n'ine samples in zone E (Fig. 1).

Indicates that the sìope of the regressìon is significantly
different from 0 (P<0.05).
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TABLE 4. Ana'lyses of covariance for 7 = X o''u transformed densities of

larvae in third week of sampling.

Source of variance code d.f. F ratio Coefficient

A: 1984 Differences amonq 1ó hatf-transects from 4 fietds. (r' = 0.42)

Hean
square

Distance fron fietd edge"

Among hatf-transects

¡ nteract i on

ResiduaI

Distãnce frorn fie[d edge'

Cuttivar

Hirdbreakb

I nteraction

I nteract i on

I nteract i on

Res i dua I

A 1 1ó-758 44-9 *

I 15

AxB 15

-&1 o-373

5.831 10.3

2.056 5.5 *

0.008 0.02

1.84 2.60

3.426 ó.88 *

0.049 0.10

-0.166

B: 1984 Effects of cuttivar. l¡irdbreak and distance to previous crop. (r" = 0.19)

A 1 2.099 4.21 e

B 1 9.530 19.14 *

c 1 7.489 15.04 *

-0. 1ó0

-0.350

0.279

0.004

0.032

-0.051

0.003

-0.070

Distance to previous crop' D 1

AxB 1

AxC 1

AxD 1

- 65 0.498

C: 1985 Differences amonq 1ó hatf-transects from 4 fietds. (r " = 0.39)

Distance from fietd edge' A 1

Among hãtf-transects

I nteract i on

Res i dua I

Cuttivar

tJindbreako

B

c

Distance to previous crop' D

I nterÊct i on

I nteract i on

I nteract i on

Res i dua I

B 15

AxB 15

- 702

1.799 31.8 *

2.578 17.1 *

1.315 8.9 *

0.151

D: 1985 Effects of cuttivar. r¿ir¡dbreak ard dístance to previous crop. (r" = 0.29)

Distance frøn fietd edge' A 1 0.275 1.ó

AxB 1

AxC 1

AxD 1

1 1.519 9.0 *

1 13.162 79.4 *

1 1.582 9.3 r

0.5ó5 2.?

6.5& 38.7 *

0-253 1.5

-0.058

-0.138

0.792

-0 - 0ó8

0.017

-0.144

0.008

- 726 0.170

Log distance (m) from edge of fjeld along half-transect.
Tangent of angìe at the edge of the field which is subtended by

wi ndbreak.

Log of distance (m) from edge of field to nearest site of potatoes
in the previous year. Distances exceeding 1000 m were set at
3000 m.
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TABLE 5" Comparison of methods of assessing wh'ich areas of fields have

larval densities above or below a threshold density of I larva per plant

(in the third week of sampìing). Regression models were used to predict

zones above and below the threshold; the table compares these predictions

with the actual larval populations in the zones, as indicated by 1408

indjvidual pìant samples.

Transfom¿tion TrånsfomÀtlon Regresslon
of ì arval of dl stànce rcdeì
dens I ty

SômpìEs ln zonos above
thro shoì d

Sômples in zones below
thr€sho ld

Individualâ

EdgeÞ

Pooì edc o.2l

nNcoved o.zs

o.25

o.2a

63. 4

63.3

64.6

67.4

63. 4

63. 4

67 .5

67.6

?.6

?.6

3.3

?.6

2,6

3.3

3.1

8.4

4.2

I1 ,2

9.2

i+ean (f SEM)
larval
dcnslty

5. 56tO . 49

5. 57iO . 49

/t.74iO . 43

4. a710.44

5. 56tO.49

5. 57*O. 49

4.92ÍO. 44

4.A91O.44

% of rampìes
< threshoìd

Hean (f SEM)
larval
denslty

o.19t0.05

o.19f0.05

o.30to .07

o -?ato.o7

0. 19f0.05

0. 1910.05

o .30i0. 07

o .29t0 . 07

% of sampìes
> threshold

¡ndividuqì

Edge

Pooì ed

ANCOVA

xo.25 Logu Indlvidual - 7.1310.74 59.4

Edge - 10.92tr.12 39.4

Pooled 0.37 7.4?tl.O7 44.3

ANCOVA 0. 3a 13. 15t1 .39 27 .5

o. 90t0. I 1

0. a7t0. 1 I

I . 6010. 17

I .0sfo. t2

hal f-transectRegressions on djstance calculated separately for each
where there are larvae.

The same as the "Indjvidual" model except that when the total number
of ìarvae in samp'les in zone E was less than 10, the half-transect
was considered to be below the threshold.

Dependent variables are djstance from fieìd edge, number of larvae
in sampìes from zone E, and their interaction. The regression was
pool ed over both years.

Dependent variables are distance from fieìd edge, number of larvae
in samples from zone E, and their interaction. Years and the
ìnteractions of years wjth each of the dependent variables were used
as a covariate.
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TABLE 6. Potential reduction in sprayed area of applying the pooìed

regression model of untransformed larval density on log. distance from the

edge of the field. The economic threshold is assumed to be I'larva per

p'l ant i n the th i rd week of sampl i ng .

19. o

Trðn9åct Area exceedfng
threshoìd (ha)

% of area
requiring
sprcyl ng

6

26.9

Slde

Esst

Wert

North

South

Es st

West

North

Sout h

EÀst

trest

North

South

East

ues t

North

Soqt h

Eêst

llest

Nort h

South

Eà st

Vest

North

South

Eå st
gest

North

South

East

Ves t

North

Sout h

Longth (m)

140

140

340

340

320

320

210

210

2A

2A

240

240

490

490

90

90

2ro

270

770

170

400

400

130

130

ao

ao

440

440

350

350

270

270

Length (m)
ôbove threshoìd

o

l6

6

o

0

320

210

200

2A

2A

50

o

350

330

90

90

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

6

36

ao

60

0

o

o

o

270

17 .6

2.7

20 .4

37.4

14. 3

14. I
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Fig. 1. Diagram of potato field showjng reg'ion from which transects were
randomly selected, and zones of different sample intervals aìong
transects. Sampìes were taken I m apart in zone E, 2 m apart in zone I,
and 10 m apart in zone M.
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Fig. 2. Exampìes of half-transects in third week of sampling. A. Field
910 North side, B. Field 910 South side, C. Field 210 East side, D. Field
210 West side. Note differing horizontal and vertical scales.
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CHAPTER 3 PART 2

DISPERSAL OF COLORADO POTATO BEETLES,

Leptinotarsa decenl i neata (Say) (COLE0PTERA: CHRYSOMELIDAE),

IN POTATO PLOTS

H. M. Morris

Department of tntomoìogy

Un i vers'i ty of Man i toba

ld'innipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2

Canada
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Abstract

In 1984 and 1985 field-collected Colorado potato beetle adults were

individualìy marked with numbered djsks and released in field p'lots of

potato pìants. Plants jn plots were exam'ined for three days following

release of beetìes, and the incidence and direction ofmovement of beetles

was determined.

Overwjntered beetles were significantìy more mob'ile than were those

whjch had recently emerged from pupation. Beetles released on p'lants

bearing a total of 20 beetles d'ispersed wìth'in one hour of reìease,

whereas beetles released singly on pìants did not ìeave the release site

so rapidly. Beetles showed a preference for movement jn a north easterly

di rect'ion, w'ith south west the second most frequent di recti on. Beetl es

showed incons'istent responses to w'ind direction. It js hypothesized that

the preference for movement in the north east - south west axis may be

related to the orientation of the potato rows in the plot.
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Introducti on

The bj oì ogy of the Col orado potato beetl e (Lepti notarsa decenl i neata

[Say]) in Canada has been descrjbed by Gibson et al. (1925), and

information more spec'ific to the life cyc'le in Manitoba is given in Cole

(1951), Senanayake (1987), and Hoìì'iday and Parry (1988)" The following

account is taken from these sources. In Manitoba, the Colorado potato

beetle has one complete generation per year; in some years there is a

second, incomp'lete generation. 0verwintered adults emerge from the so'il

in June and enter potato fields; matìng and oviposition occurs soon after,

and larvae appear in Juìy. The mature larvae pupate in the soil and new

adults emerge in late Juìy or August. After feedjng for a urhile, the new

adults hibernate 'in the soil.

Larvae seldom move far from the p'lant on which they hatch, un'less

food i s short (Gi bson et aì . 1925) . Therefore most d'ispersa'l occurs

during the adult stage. The adults are weak fliers (Hurst 1975), and

require relativeìy h'igh temperatures (20-30'C) .and insolation (Grison and

Le Berre 1953, Le Berre 1962) before tak'ing f'light.

Di spersa'l of Col orado potato beetl e has an effect on the

distribution of insects and damage in the potato crop (Skuhravy et al.

1968, Morris this thesis, Chapter 3 part l), yet on'ly a few studies (e.9.

Ng and Lashomb 1983, Boiteau 1986) have used mark-release techniques to

study movement of beetles. The current study was designed to obtain

information on factors affecting the initiation, distance, and direction

of djspersaì.
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Materi al s and Methods

Mark-release experiments of adult Colorado potato beetle were

conducted in experimental plots of cv. Norland potatoes at the Po'int Fieìd

Laboratory situated on the north east portion of the campus of the

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg. In 1984, releases were made in a square

p'lot (5 x 5 m) (Fig. 3a) and a rectangular pìot (2 x 8 m) (Fig. 3b); in

1985, all experiments were done in a 17 x12 m plot (Fig. 3c). In each

plot, the p'lants were 0.3 m apart in rows, 1.0 m apart. Records of wind

djrection and veìocity, and of temperature were obtajned from the t{innipeg

International Airport for the duratjon of the mark-release experiments.

Rainfall data were obtajned from the Point weather stat'ion, which did not

record jnformat'ion about wind; temperatures recorded at the Point do not

differ significantìy from those at the airport (J. hlatson persona'l

communication).

Beetles for release were collected from growers' fjelds at Morden

and Portage ìa Prairie and marked in the laboratory on the same day. Each

beetle was individually marked by attaching a 3 mm diameter plastic

numbered disk (Chr. Graze Institute, Federal Repubìic of Germany) to the

pronotum with the ìiquid glue supplied with the djsks. After g'luing, a

coat'ing of col ourl ess nai I pol 'ish was pai nted over the di sc to ensure

longer adhesion. Marked beetles were held overn'ight in an incubator at

25'C and 18 h L: 6 h D. The next day beet'les were cooled at 5"C for 20

minutes to prevent immediate movement on release. All releases were

conducted at about 9 AM Central Daylight Time. Two release methods were

used: central and scattered. In the centraì release method, all

individually marked beetles were released on a singìe potato plant jn the
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middle of the experimental pìot. In the scattered method, onìy one marked

beetle was released on each plant, and plants on which releases were made

were approximately unìform"ly distributed throughout the p'lot.

Following release, the location of individual beetles was

determined by examining all potato plants in the experimental p'lot. These

examinations were made on five occasions I h apart on the day of reìease,

beginning I h after rejease. 0n each of the next 2 days, observations

v{ere made on five occas'ions, each occasion was 24 or 48 h after the

corresponding observation perìod on the day of release.

In I984 in the square plot, and in 1985, the centraì release

technique was used'in experiments to compare the dispersal behaviour of

overwintered beetles with those that had new'ly emerged. Because these two

types of beetle were not available simuìtaneously, trials of overwintered

beetles were conducted earlier in the season than were those on new'ly

emerged beetl es.

In 1984, an experiment was conducted to determ'ine the effect of high

and low beetle densities at the release site on dispersa'l behaviour. The

dispersaì behaviour of the 1984 overwintered adults which were centrally

released (those in the experiment above) was compared with that of

overwintered adults released simultaneousìy using the scattered method.

Both release methods were carrjed out in the square plot.

To examine the effect of p'lot shape and size, the dispersal

behavjour of the newly emerged adults in the 1984 experiment in the square

p'lot (those i n the f i rst experiment) was compared w'ith behavi our of a

group of newìy emerged beetles in the rectangular plot. In both cases the

central release method was used.
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Data were analyzed to examine influences on the frequency with which

beetles remained at thejr release site, moved within the plot, or left the

plot; these data were analyzed using ìog-linear models appìied to multi-

dimensjonal contingency tables (Bishop et al. 1975, þJilkinson I988).

The data were also analyzed to examine influences on the direction

of movement of beetles. Analysjs depended upon observation of an

individual at two consecutive observation times. A circle of 2.5 m radius

around the location of a beetle at the first time was divided into eight

45' sectors (octants) centred on a compass direction: N, NE, E, SE, S, SU,

hl, and Nl..l. The octant in which the beetle u,as found at the second

observation was recorded. Because pìots were smaìl and the pìant spacing

did not result in equal numbers of plants in each octant, the expected

number of beetles in each octant was calculated from the proportion of the

total number of p'lants withjn the 2.5 m circle which were in each octant.

Thjs was based on the assumption that beetìes oriented to potato pìants.

The cumulative observed and expected frequencies for all beetles observed

on successive occas'ions during each experiment were compared using the

likelihood ratjo ch'i-square (G statistic) (Sokaì and Rohlf 1981). The

influence of wind was assessed by a s'imilar method but the octants in the

circle were centred on eight angular deviations from upwind (0"), in a

clockwise direction: 0o, 45", 90", 135", 180', 225", 270" and 315'. This

analysis was restrjcted to the movement which occurred during a time

period when there !{as no change in wjnd direction.
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Resul ts

Incidence of Beetle Movement

There were di fferences between the di spersaì behavi our of

overwintered and that of newìy emerged beetles in 1984 (Appendix Tabìe 1)

and 1985 (Append'ix Table 2)" Preliminary analysis indicated that there

!{as no sign'ificant effect of hour of observation or of the interaction of

hour of observation with factors reìated to the age of beetles in ejther

year (P>0.05); therefore the contingency tables were collapsed about hours

(Bishop et al. 1975) to simp'lify and increase the reliability of the

analysis. Table 7 shows the percentage of beetles in each "movement

category": those that did not move, those that moved but remained within

the plot of release, and those not found in the p1ot. In each year, the

age of beetles affected the overall movement category (1984: G = 204,

d.f. = 2, P<0.001; 1985: G = 170, d.f. = 2, P<0.001), and the day on which

movement occurred (1984: G = 164, d.f. = 4i P<0.001; 1985: G = 61,

d.f. = 4, P<0.001). In both years the percentage of newly emerged beetles

which remained at the reìease site was initially much higher than that of

overwintered beetles (Table 7). Temperatures were not identjcal during

all four parts of the experiment; the pattern of temperatures was similar

in the overwintered 1984 and new'ly emerged 1985 experiments (Tabìe 7), it
tvas somewhat warmer for the other two parts of the experiment. Rainfall

occurred on'ly in the overwintered portions of the experiment.

In the experjment to compare the effects of release densities on

incidence of beetle movement, aìmost alì changes in location took pìace on

the day of release (Appendix Tabìe 3) and so onìy data for the day of

release were analyzed. hlhen the results of the five observation occasions
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on the day of release (Table 8) were anaìyzed, the density of release

significant'ly affected the location of released beetles (G = 10, d.f . = 2,

P<0.01). However this resuìted mainly from a sign'ificant effect at the

first observation (G = 13.25, d.f. = 2, P<0.01) : all the centrally-

released beetles left the release site in the hour after release, but 40%

of the singìy reìeased beetles were stilì at the release site at the first
observation (Tabìe 8). After the first observation, there were no

significant differences (P>0.05) in beetle location attributable to

release method.

Preliminary anaìysis of the effect of plot size and shape on beetle

location (Appendix Table 4) revealed that interactions of hour of

observation with beetl e I ocation v{ere not signi ficant and so the

contingency table was coì'lapsed about the dimension of hours (Bishop et

at. 1975). The simp'l'ified contingency table (Table 9) revealed that there

was a sìgnifjcant effect of pìot type on the way in which beetìe ìocation

changed over the three days of the experiment (G = 106, d.f. = 4,

P<0.001). There was a signifjcant effect of plot type on the rate of

leaving the release site (G = 56, d.f. = 2, P<0.001); on the day of

release, more beetles remained at the release site in the square plot than

in the rectangular pìot. For those beetles that left the release s'ite,

the type of plot also affected the proportion that were found in the plot

on each day (G = 50, d.f. = 2, P<0.001); in the square plot for the first
two days, about 44 % of beetles whjch had left the release site did not

ìeave the plot; however the percentage was not more than 30% in the

rectanguìar plot.
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Direction of Movement

Figs. 4 and 5 show the compass direction of movement of the released

adults. The Figures show the frequency of each direct'ion of the steps

between sequentiaì observations throughout the three day period. It is

evident that the direction of movement of beeties was non-uniform in many

cases. Anaìysis (Tabìe 10) indicates significant non-uniformity in five

of the six tests; when significant non-uniformity occurred, there was

always a large number of beetles moving towards the north east, and in

four of the five cases, beetìes also moved in ìarge numbers to the south

west.

Fìgs. 6 and 7 summarize the frequency of movement relative to wind

directjon throughout the 3 day period. The G-tests show that wind often

influenced the djrection of movement, but that this r{as not consistent

throughout the experiments. [lind influence was significant at velocities

of 13-14 km/h (P<0.05) but not at lower or higher velocities. It is

noticeabìe that significant non-uniformity of compass direction (Table 10)

is often associated wjth significant non-uniformity of direction relative

to the wind (Tabìe 11).

Di scussi on

Incidence of Movement

Aìthough weather conditions h,ere not uniform during aìl the

experiments, there does not appear to be a simple relationship between

weather conditions and the experimental results of the comparison of

overwintered beetles with newìy emerged beetles (Table 7). Therefore the

findìng that newly emerged beetles were significantìy less mobile than
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overwintered beetles is unì'ike'ly to be an artefact due to weather.

0veruvintered adults that emerge in spring did not remain long on

plants on which they are released, but tended to move around wjthin the

p'lot or leave the plot. Most newly emerged adults remained on the plants

they were first reìeased on throughout the first day; by the end of the

experiment many of them had also left the plot (Table 7)"

The difference'in movement is probably due to the state of

development of the ftight muscles. Colorado potato beetles cannot fly

until several days after emergence, because the flight muscìes are

immature and short of gìycogen (Johnson 1976b). In my laboratory rearing,

at 30"C and 18 h L: 6 h D, newìy emerged adults had soft elytra which

hardened only after 5 days. However, hardening of the elytra is not the

only component of the process. The enzyme systern develops fìight

worthiness after about two weeks (Johnson 1976b), and this time includes

a period of feeding. Newly emerged adults have been found to require 10

days feedìng before being able to f'ly (Le Berre 1950).

The activjty of overwintering adu'lts too,- depends on flight muscle

regeneration after hjbernation (Johnson 1969, Johnson 1976a, b). The

activity of overwintered adults in my experiments ind'icates that

regeneration of fì ight muscles was probably comp'leted before the

experiments began.

My findings appear consistent with those of Bach (1982), who

concluded that beetles stayed on the plants they originaì1y colonjzed, for

at least 5 days after release. Bach conducted her experiments in

September, therefore the beetìes she used had not overwintered and were

probab'ly new adults. My experiments conducted with newly emerged adults
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show similar low mobility. Î4y findings are also in agreement with the

resuìts of Boiteau (1986), who found that overwintered beetìes move from

pìot to p'lot, apparent'ly in search of young potato plants. In Europe,

overwintered beetles are also considered more mobjle than subsequent

generations (Le Beme 1950, Gimmingham 1950). Trouvelot (1935) drew

attention to the importance of spring migration of Colorado potato beetles

in North America. In contrast, a much cited paper by Tower (1906)

indicated that ìong migration flights of the insect occur in late summer,

before hibernation. At this time, the fìight muscles of new adults would

have to develop and the beetles fly from fields with senescing potato

leaves to fields with younger plants. If the fl'ight muscles do not have

time to develop, then the new adults would enter the soil to hibernate

when short day ìength and shortage of food prevails. I found that, when

harvest'ing my plots in late August and early September, hibernating

beetles were uncovered from the soil and some were gathered together under

the tubers. If this phenomenon occurs in alì potato fields in Manitoba,

then Tower's statements may not be applicable to Colorado potato beetles

in this province.

There was a strong influence on overwintered beetles of the density

of beetles on the release pìant (Table 8). Dispersal 'is almost immediate

when there are 20 beetles per pìant, even though jnitia'lìy beetìes would

be unable to fly because they had been cooled before release. This

finding is important in the context of the hìgh densjties of overwintered

beetles observed at the edges of fields (Skuhravy et al. 1968, Morris this

thesis, Chapter 3 part 1); it appears that beetles will tend to move

rather than remain at the field edge, if the densities are very high.
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This wjìl result in beet'les spreading further into fields when densities

at the edge are high, and this will influence the distribut'ion of feeding

I arvae.

The differences between movement in the rectangu'lar pìot and the

square plot (Table 9), are what might be expected from the shape and size

of the pìot. Beetles that moved from the release site were more likeìy to

leave the rectangular plot than the square plot; this is probably the

result of two of the edges of the rectanguìar plot being very close to the

release site, whereas in the square pìot alì edges were 2.5 m from the

release site. It is not clear why the number remaining at the release

site on the first day was higher in the square p'lot than in the

rectangu'l ar p'lot.

D'i rect i on of Movement

In five trjaìs out of sjx (Tabte l0) there was signifjcant non-

uniformity in the compass direction of movement of adult beetles and a

strong trend of movement towards the north east, and less so to the south

west. Rows in aìì pìots were oriented north east - south west (Fig.3)

therefore it is very lìke'ly that beetles are influenced by row direction.

However, because there were no experiments'in which rows were oriented

differentìy, this hypothesis cannot be tested with the present data.

Directiona'l preference in walking beetles in New Jersey was recorded

by Ng and Lashomb (I983), but in that case the preferred direction of

movement was north west. Ng and Lashomb suggested that the pattern of

movement m'ight be adaptìve in the mountainous regions from which Colorado

potato beetles are thought to have originated: movement to the north west

might benefit beetles on mountain s'lopes by placing them in pìaces where
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they can maxjmize their heat uptake from isoìation. However if this was

a relict phenomenon, then the direction of orientat'ion should be the same

in New Jersey and in W'innipeg. Therefore, unless beetles in Manitoba and

New Jersey are the descendants of different oniginaì populations, the

differences jn preferred direction of movement suggests response to local

conditions rather than a relict instinct. Cytologicaì studies (Hsiao

1985), do not support the idea of a different origin for Manitoba and New

Jersey populations of Coìorado potato beetles. Ng and Lashomb created

unfamiliar habitats whjch were totally different from mjne. Beetles were

alì released on potato pìants in my experiments. Therefore I conclude

that beetles on pìants behave differentìy to beetles in a non-host plot or

habitat. Hhen in plots of host plants, beetìes appear to respond to

plants in the plot. In a non-host habitat, beetles probabìy use other

orientation cues such as sun or wind direction.

The apparent response to the plant rows in my plots could resuìt if
beetles p'laced on a pìant within a pìot moved preferentially to the

nearest potato plant. They would thus travel along the row, to the north

east or to the south west. My findings show a distinct trend towards the

north east and ìess so the south west. The preference for movement

towards the north east, rather than to the south west, may be due to sun

orientation or to the direction of the wind blow'ing at the time of

activity.

llind influence tvas not consistent in my experiments. A closer

examination of the analysis shows that wind influence was signìficant onìy

in experiments where higher numbers of movement steps were analyzed (Tabìe

11). However comparison of Table 11 with Table 10 shows that when wind
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direction gave a s'ignificant effect, there was also a significant effect

of compass direction. Since the ìatter was much more cons'istent, it may

be that the response to wind direction is ìarge'ly an artefact.

Beetles have been observed to fly aga'inst low veìocity wjnds such as

2mlsec (ca. 7 km/h). (þliluz 1958). Probably at a high wind velocitìes,

beetles cannot fly against the wind but are carried downw'ind. These

effects of veìocity may make detection of directional effects more

difficult. Detection of such effects may also have been complicated

because the on'ly hourìy wind direction records available were from the

ülinnipeg Airport. The plots were 13 km away from the Airport.

The dispersa'l pattern of the Colorado potato beetle could be more

accurately assessed if the beetles stayed ìonger in experimental plots.

Thjs could be achieved by using bigger p'lots. Also, because of limited

manpower, data were recorded onìy up untiì 2 PM daily. The wind continues

to blow throughout the night and the degree of movement of beetles during

the night is not known. Increasing the p'lot size or the duration of

observat'ions would require additional resources and personneì. The

importance of rot.l direction to beetle movement could be explored by

releasing beetìes in pìots with different directions of pìant rotvs. If the

djrectional trend changed the importance of orientation to nearest potato

plant within the row vrouìd be verified. If the direction of rows is an

important determinant of beetle movement, but movement is also infìuenced

by other stimuli such as wjnd direction or direct'ion of the sun, 'it may be

poss'ible to aruange the direction of p'lant rows in fjelds to mjnimjze the

spread of beetles.
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TABLE 7. Comparison of ìocation of centrally-released overwintered and

newìy emerged Colorado potato beetle adults.

Adult
type

Number
re I eaged

Dal ìy woôther

Tmporature Ràlnfal l
(m)

max L mlh L

Porcentqge of beetle
observat I ons

1944 20.8

2t.5

?5.7

27.6

29.2

3r.3

?7.1

25.2

22.5

20.8

23.3

24.7

At
pol nt

of
rE I ease

o

o

2

9l

30

3

51

t2

2

a7

54

22

Hoved Not
but ln found ln

plot plot

Over- ?O
wl ntered

Newly 40
emerged

Over- 50
wi ntered

Newly
emerged

4.6 0.0

9.6 16.7

13 .0 0.0

77.8 0.0

17.2 0.0

13. 3 0,0

17 .9 0.0

74.2 0.O

17.8 69.4

4.2 0.0

10.5 0.o

13. 5 0.0

34

I
o

3

31

4

la

l9

6

6

6

9

66

99

98

6

39

92

30

69

91

a

40

69

Each plot was examined five times on each day; percentages indicate
the number of observations of each type expressed as a percentage of
the total number of observations per day.
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TABLE 8.

beetl es on

Hour
afte¡

re Iease

:

-

Effect of initial beetle

the day of release.

Singte release (l{ = 20)

Percentage of beettes

Hoved h¡t Not found
in ptot in ptot

density on location of overwintered

Central retease (N = 20)

Pencentage of beettes

At Hoved but $lot fourd
point in ptot in ptot

of
retease

035ó5
05515
03565
03070
01585

At
poi nt

of
retease

140
210
35
40
55

25

40

2A

20

30

35

50

75

80

65
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TABLE 9"

beetles in

P Iot
shape

Dai ty ¡¿eather

.

Locat i on of central 'ly

a rectangular pìot (2

released newly emerged Colorado potato

x 8m) and a square plot (5 x 5m).

Date

Tefiperature Rainfat I

mâx "C min "C

Percentage of beettes '
At Hoved Not

point bx'¡t fourd
of in in

retease ptot pLot

Rectangte 24 Jut 26.3 1O.2

25 Jut 28.0 12.5

2ó Jul. ?6.7 10.9

Square 31 Jut 27.6 17.8

1 Aug 29.2 17.2

2 Aus 51.3 13.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

&828
39 18 13

92167
91 45
30 31 39

4492

" Each plot was examined five times on each day; percentages indicate the
number of observations of each type expressed as a percentage of the total
number of observations per day;60 beetles were released in the
rectangular plot and 40 beetles were released in the square piot.
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TABLE 10. Compass direction of movement of Colorado potato beetles"

Experirnent" G test of departure Octants No

from uniformity (7 d.f-) with
G Significance >202

overç¡intered beettes 1984 4 n.s. S,H 25

overwintered beettes 1985 75 P<0.001 È¿E,SH 59

Newty emerged beettes 1984 16 P<0.05 È¡E,S,SH 24

Newty emerged beettes 1985 47 P<0.001 NE 16

Scattered retease 18 P<0.05 !{E,SH 33

Rectangutãr ptot 39 P<0.001 NE,SIJ 48

' The central release experiment was the same as the 1984 overwintered
beetl es ; the square p'l of experi ment was the same as the ne!{ly
emerged 1984 experiment.

o Total number of movement steps (l ines between sequential
observations) in analysis.
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TABLE 11. Direction of movement of Colorado potato beetle in relatjon to

wind direction.

Experirentå G test of deprrturê octantsc ¡1" lJeather durlng expêrlmênt
frm unifomlty (7 d.f .) with Hean l4ean
G Slsnlflcqnce >2& te¡nerature iliflro".o

Ovenlnterod beettes 1984 13 P<O.IO 27O",o" 20 16 13

OvErolntered bêetìe6 1985 33 P<O.OOI 45o. 90" 35 22 14

New beetleg 1984 9 n.s. oo,18oo,3t5o 7 23 6

New beetìos 1985 t3 P<O. lO 0o,45o.27o" A 16 15

Scattered Relerse 14 P<o.05 135" 22 16 13

Rectangqìar plot 12 n.s. o",lao" 6 19 5

' The central release experiment was the same as the overwintered
beetles 1984; the square plot experiment was the same as the newìy
emerged beetles 1984 experiment.

o Number of movement steps with no change in wjnd direction.

' 0o ìs upwind.
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APPTNDIX TABLE l. Hourly weather conditions and location of centrally

released overwintered and newly emerged Co'lorado potato beetle adults jn

1984 experiment.

Adu ì t Dôte
tyPe

Over- 6 Juì
P{ nterêd

7 Jul

I Jul

Newly 31 Juì
emerged

I Aug

2 Aug

Hours T€mp-
slnce oraturê
release "c.

o 15.2
1 16.4
2 16.6
3 17.6
4 t7.5
5 l8.a

25 l9.O
26 20.1
27 20.O
28 19.6
29 17.O
49 2t,4
50 22.9
51 24.7
52 24.4
53 25.6

o 20.2
I 21.4
2 23.2
3 25.1
4 25.A
5 26.3

25 22.4
26 24.3
27 26.2
2A 27.O
29 2A.O
49 26.2
50 27.6
51 29.O
52 30.O
53 30.2

tJlnd ln prevlous hoqr
Dl rectlon Speed

(rm/h)

Numberr of Beetìes
Hov6d but
ln plot

At polnt
of røl@ase

20
0
o
o
o
0
o
o
o
0
o
I
I
o
o
o

9
6
9
6
9

tl
33
39

24
20

9
2

15
22
15

Not foqnd
'f n Þlot

¡tw
w

ESE
NNE
NE
s
s
s
s
s
SSìW
sst.,
ssE
s
s

NNE
NNE
ENE
NE
Nt{r.J
NÊ
SÉ
NE
E
SE
s

õse
ssE
ssE
SE

640
640
?39
236
232
63s
914
212
7 11

15 1l
9 11
ol
60
90

133
133

0
7

l1
7
6
3
I
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0
0
I
I
3
2

l3
11
13
13
t3

3
3

o
0

o
l3

9
l3
14
17
19
20
20
20
20
19
19
20
20
20

o
0
0
3
5
3

13
t7
16
t6
16
36
37
37
37
37
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APPENDIX TABLE 2. Hourìy weather condjtions and location of centraììy

released overwjntered and newly emerged Coìorado potato beetìe adult,s in

1985 experiment.

Adql t
type Hoved but

ln plot

o

a
10
11
12

7
9

10
10
10

6
I
2
o
0

Not found
ln plot

o
10

6
l9
la
23
36
34
35
33
37
42
40
46
50
50

Hours Temp- Hind ln prevlous hour
since erûture Dlrectlon SÞeed
release "c. (km/h)

Numbers of Eeetìes

Over- 2 Aug
Hl ntêrêd

3 Aug

4 Aug

Newìy 29 Aqg
emerged

30 Aug

31 Aug

At polnt
of rcløaso

50
35
36
2t
2t
15

7
7
7
6
3
2
2
2
o
o

o
I
2
3
4
5

25
26
27
?a
29
49
50
51
52
53

0
I
2
3
4
5

?.5
26
27
2A
29
49
50
51
52
53

20. 5
22.7
?4.3
24.7
25.3
26.5
?3.2
22.7
23. O
23. O
23 .4
20.4
20. 3
19. 3
20.4
21.O

14.5
16. a
t7.2
t8.6
19. O
19. a
19.6
20. a
22.O
22.2
23.0
27.3
?3.9
?2.4
¿2.2

SSE
s
s
ssE
ssE
s
s
ssE
s
E
ESE
ESE
ESE
E
E
ENE

19
22
19
20
22
22
t5
t7tt

7
l9It
l3
l3
t3
t9

750
950

15 4a
t3 4t
941

lt 37
19 30
22 30
26 30
24 23
2A 23
77 20
15 10
157
13 13
306

NE
E
ENE
ENE
E
ENE
s
s
s
s
S
ssw
\J
t¡t{lt

o
o
o
7
5
7

20
?o
20
20
20
25
36
37
37
37
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APPTNDIX TABLE 3. Location of overwintered adult Colorado potato beetles

released ejther singly on pìants, or from a s'ing'le central pìant"The

expeniment was performed in 1984."

Däte Hours Temp- Wlnd ln prevloqs hour Number of slngìy Number of centraììy
since qrÀture Dlrectlon Speed relecsod beetìes reloased beetìesreìêÀsê oc (kn/h) 

@ @of but ln found of but ln found
roloare pìot ln plot rsleqse plot ln plot

6Jul O 15.2 ¡¡tt I ?O O O 20 0 O
116.4V6a570713
216.6V92A1OO119
3 17.6 ESE 6 I ¡t t5 0 7 t3417.5NNE9041606t4
518.ANEttl6t303t7

TJul 25 19.O S 33 O 3 17 O ll 9
2620.153903170020
?720.OS3503170020
2419.652403t70020
2917.OS2003170020

8Juì49?l.4SSV9O3171O19
5022.9SSW?2117tO19
5124.7SSE1500200020
5224.452?OO200020
5325.6515002000?3

o Weather data and data on centrally released beetles were
previously presented in Appendix Table 1.
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APPTNDIX TABLE 4. Location of centrally reìeased newìy emerged Colorado

potato beetle adults in square and rectangular pìots jn 1984.'

Pl ot Dato Hours
shape since

ro ì ease

Rêctang l e
24 Jul O

1
?
3
4
5

25 Juì 25
26
27
2A
29

26 Juì 49
50
5l
5?
53

Square 3l Jul O
t
2
3
4
5

I Aug 25
26
?7
2A
29

2 Aug 49
50
51
52
53

Temp- Wlnd ln prøvlous hour Numbers of beetìes
efðture Olrectloi Speedoc (rm/¡) of i-eloase {n pìol ln ptot

20.6
22.O
23.4
24.O
24.4
24.4
2?.O
23.O
24.2
24.4
26.7
22.O
23. 1

23.7
25.7
25.6

20.2
?1.4
23.2
25.7
25.A
26.3
?2.4
24.3
26.2
27 .O
28. 0
26.2
?7 .6
29 .0
30. o
30.2

E

sw
Nl.,l

l{sv
ssv
ssv
s\./
SSW
vsv
NNE
NE
N
NÀ[.'

NNE
NNE
ENE
NE
N¡ftJ
NE
SE
NE
E
s
SE

õse
SSE
SSÉ
SE

260
244
233
639
634
639

tl 26
13 2?
721
624
624
65
95
65
65
o6

o
72
?3
17
16
15
24
?5
?2
29
29
41
40
40
40
40

o
o
o
3
5
3

13
17
16
16
16
36
37
37
37
37

o
4
4
4
6
6
9

13
t7

7
14
15
15
15
14

o
o
I
I
2

13
1l
13
13
l3

3
3
3
0
o

6 ¿to

640
239
236
23?
635
914
?12
7tt

15 ll
9 11
01
60
90

t3 3
133

Weather data and data for square plot were prevjously presented in
Appendix Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Plans of p'lots used in mark release experiments. Dots represent

individual potato pìants. (a) 1984 Square plot; (b) 1984 Rectanguìar

plot; (c) 1985 plot.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of adult Colorado potato beetles moving 'in each

compass direction in four mark release trials: overwintered beetles

1984, overwintered beetles 1985, newly emerged beetles 1984, and newly

emerged beetles 1985. The height of bars represents the percentage of

all movement steps withjn a trial which were in the indicated direction.
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Fìg. 5. Percentage of adult Colorado potato beetles moving in each

compass direct'ion in two mark reìease trials conducted jn 1984: the

scattered reìease method in the square pìot, and the central release

method in the rectanguìar plot The height of bars represents the

percentage of all movement steps within a trial which were in the

indicated direction. Note that the legend "ìong" refers to the releases

in the rectangular pìot.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of adult Colorado potato beetles moving 'in each

quadrant relative to the wind direction in four mark release trials:
overwintered beetles 1984, overwintered beetles 1985, newìy emerged

beetles 1984 and newìy emerged beetles 1985. The height of bars

represents the percentage of movement steps within a trial whjch were in

the indicated directjon relative to the wind. On'ly movement steps

during periods when wind djrection was constant are included.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of adult Colorado potato beetles mov'ing in each

quadrant relat'ive to the wind direction in two mark release triats
conducted in 1984: the scattered release method, and release jn the

rectangular pìot The height of bars represents the percentage of

movement steps with'in a trial which were in the indicated direction

relative to the wind. 0nly movement steps during periods when wind

direction hras constant are included.
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CH.A,PTER 3 PART 3

DTSPERSAL BEHAVIOI'R OF COIPRADO POTATO BEETT.ES,

Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) (COLEOPTERA: CIIRYSOMELIDAE)

ON CAGED POTATO PI,ANTS

H" M. Morris

Department of Entomology

University of Manitoba

I.iinnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2

Canada
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Abstract

The djspersa'l of Colorado potato beetle larvae, newly-emerged adults

and overwintered adults was recorded in a large cage designed to m'imic

three potato pìants in a single row of a commercial field. Insects were

released on the middle of the three pìants. The effect of the injtial
density on, and of defoliation of, the middle pìant was examined.

Most larvae djd not leave plants unless they were defoliated. When

the middle plant was defoljated at the beginning of the experiment,46i6 of

larvae whjch left the release site moved to another plant. However, onìy

7% of ìarvae which moved went to another plant when defoìiation occurred

ìater in the trjal as the result of high densities of larvae on the middle

pl ant.

Newìy-emerged adult beetles released on defoliated plants vüere more

likely to move than u'Iere overwintered adults released on undefoliated

pìants. Both types of adult, whether released on defoliated or

undefolìated pìants, were more l'ikeìy to move at high densities than at

low. Almost all new'ly-emerged beetles which moved went to the downwìnd

pìant, but most of the overw'intered adults whjch moved went to the upwind

pìant. Larvae were less likeìy to move than adults under approximateìy

simi l ar condi t'ions.
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Introducti on

In Manitoba, Colorado potato beetles undergo a singìe generation on

the crop in each year (Hol'liday and Parry 1988). In sprìng, aduìts emerge

from overwinterìng sjtes near the potato fields in which they fed the

previous summer, and make their way to newìy-emerged potato fields; there

they feed and lay their eggs. In many cases, this process results in h'igh

densitjes of larvae at the periphery of fields (Chapter 3, Part 1), and

lower densities in the middle of the fields. It is desirable to

understand the behavioural bases for these patterns, and to determine

whether, if insecticides were not applied, the larvae and adults would

move from the areas of high density. In the case of adults, these

questìons have aìready been addressed in a field plot study (chapter 3,

Part 2). In th'is paper, the same questions are addressed both for larvae

and adults in more controìled conditions in a ìaboratory cage.

Colorado potato beetles are highly selective in host plant choice

(May and Ahmad 1983), and the behavioural and sensory bases of this

selection have been studied both in adults and larvae. Much of the work

on host-seeking behaviour of adult Colorado potato beetles has been done

us'ing wjnd tunnels in which insects, which are not on p'lants, are exposed

to wind and windborne odours. In these circumstances, in the absence of

host-p'lant odours, beetles exhibit positive anemotaxis and th'is response

is enhanced by starvation (de wilde et al. 1969, visser 1976, de l^lilde

1976, Visser and Av¿ 1978). Positive anemotaxis is also enhanced by the

odour from severaì solanaceous species (Visser and Nielsen lg77).

Holvever, when presented with a choice of odours in a Y-tube olfactometer,

adult beetles are attracted to potato leaf odour onìy after they have fed
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on potato foìiage; newly emerged unfed beetìes do not show any preference

for host pl ant odour (Jermy 1958).

Host pìant selection of the Coìorado potato beetle larva also has

been studied. Gibson et al. (1925) stated that larvae move around

aimlessly when pìants are defoliated. But Cass (1957) and de Wilde (1958)

showed that several environmental factors such as wind, light and host

plant odour aid larvae in finding host pìants. Optica'l and olfactory

stimuli are also involved. Chin (1950) suggested that larvae select their

host plant by a sequential process involving several physical and chemical

propert'i es of the pl ant .

The above studies do not indicate the circumstances in which larvae

or aduìts leave a host pìant, and what their behaviour is once they have

done so. Insects in wind tunnels are not exposed to the range of stimuìi

that they m'ight experience ìn a row of potatoes in the field. Therefore

this study was initjated to examine the behaviour of larvae and adults in

a more realistic, but stjll simple, system. The roles of insect density

and of defoliatìon in inducing insects to ìeave a plant !úere examined.

Addit'ionalìy, for those insects which did leave the plant, orientatjon

with respect to wjnd and plants was investigated.

I'lateri al s and Methods

Trials of the dispersa'l behaviour of three different stages of

Col orado potato beetl es were carri ed out on caged pì ants i n the

ìaboratory. The stages tested urere "new" adults whjch had emerged from

pupation within the previous 12-24 h, "oldn adults which overwjntered in
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the field and were collected jn the sprìng, and a mixture of larvae.

0verw'intered adults were collected in June or earìy July from

farmers' fields at Morden. Three pa'irs of these adults were reared in 15

cm petri dishes in an jncubator at 25"C rtrith a photoperiod of 18:6h L:D;

fresh potato leaflets rsere supplied daììy. tggs were collected daily and

placed in new petri djshes, and the larvae which hatched were maintained

in petri dishes in the same incubator. Some of the hatched larvae were

used in the experiments. Different instars were distinguished based on

age and head capsule width; third and fourth instars were used in all but

one of the trials. Larvae which were not used in the experiments, when

ready to pupate, u,ere pìaced in soil in pìant pots in a growth room.

Newly emerged adults were coììected'in cages p'laced over the pots. Cages

were 60 x 60 cm and 75 cm high and were covered with fine netting. The

new'ly emerged adults were used in the experiments. OId adults for the

experiments were collected in spring at l4orden, as described above. The

adults were placed Ín a 25"C incubator overnight and used in the

experiments the following day.

Potato pìants, cV. Norland, were grovün in a growth room to provide

food for beetle cultures and to supply plants for trials of dispersaì

behavjour. Seed potato pieces of ca. 30-609 were planted in 30 cm

diameter pìastic pots. Plants were grown under fluorescent lights w'ith a

photoperiod of l6:8h L:D. From some pìants, ìeaves were removed dai'ly

and fed to insects in the laboratory coìony. Leaves were not removed from

those pìants used in the trials of dispersaì behaviour.

The cage for dispersa'l trials was 3.5 m ìong, 1.5 m wide and 1.5 m

high, and was covered with 3 mm w'ire mesh. Three potato pìants were
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introduced into the cage for each experiment; these pìants were 6 weeks

old and ranged from 25 -30 cm in height. For each experiment, pìants were

chosen to be as similar as possible in height and in number of leaves.

The pots containing the p'lants were pìaced 65 cm apart on the centre ljne

of the long ax'is of the cage. The pots stood on the floor of the cage,

and on top of the pots were pìaced two sheets of aspenite. Semic'ircuìar

cuts had been made in the aspenite sheets to fit around the plants. The

sheets were covered with soil so that the experimental arena mimicked

three plants growing in a rov{ in soil.

The cage tras iìIuminated by two 120 cm fìuorescent tubes which

provided a light ìntensity in the cage of 870 ìx with a photoperiod of

l6:8h L:D. An eìectric fan was used to blow air through the cage in a

d j recti on paral ì eì to i ts 'long axi s. Wi nd vel oci ti es ulere measured w j th

a cup anemometer, and were 3 km/h, ì km/h, and 0.3 km/h at the upwind,

middle and downwind p'lant respectiveìy. A cigarette smoke test was

conducted to assess the wind turbulence in the cage. A'lighted cigarette

attached to the end of a ìong st'ick was placed at the upwind, middle and

downwind p'lants. The pìume of smoke showed that the flow of the air
stream from the upwind to the downwind plant was moderately turbuìent.

In the dispersal trials, a range ofdensities of larvae, old aduìts,

or new adul ts were rel eased i n the cage on e'ither undefol 'iated or

defoliated pìants. In alì cases, the mjddle potato pìant was the release

site for all the insects. Non-defoljated pìants were used first as middle

p'lants. After insect defoliatjon these plants were used as defoliated

release sites. The upwind and downwind pìants were undefoliated at the

beginning of aìì experiments.
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The behaviour of insects while movingo and the location of insects,

e{as recorded intermittently between 9 am and 5 pm daily for 3 days after

release. To allow comparisons of different trials, only data taken at 3l

h after release are reported here. The distributjon of the insects at

3l h was assessed by the analysis of contingency tables (Sokal and Rolf

l98l); for tables with more than two dimensions, log-l'inear modell'ing was

used (Bishop et al. 1975)"

Resul ts

Larvae

The distribution of Colorado potato beetle Iarvae 3l h after

release is shown in Table 12. Alì trials used third and fourth instar

larvae, except the defoìiated trial with I38 larvae; in this trial some

younger larvae were also used. Preìiminary analys'is was done to determìne

whether initial density at the release site affected whether ìarvae moved

from that plant (Tabìe 13). [{hen the site of reìease (the middle pìant)

was defoìiated, density significantìy affected the number of larvae mov'ing

(G = 18,2, d.f. = l, P<0.001); the percentage of larvae moving was greater

at lower density (Tabìe 13). When the site of release was undefo'liated,

density also affected whether larvae moved (G = 41.4, d.f. = 2, P<0.001);

in this case the pattern was complex (Table 13)"

The initial densities did not match exact'ly in the trjais for

defoìiated and undefoliated release sites (Tab'le 12). However, it was

considered that the initiaì densities of 32 and 138 for the defoliated

release sjtes were sufficientìy close to those of 35 and 726 for the
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undefoliated release sites that a contingency tabìe of olow" (32 - 35) and

"high" (126 - 138) initial densities categorized against defoljatjon state

could be analyzed (Table 14). Fitting of hierarchicaì log-'linear models

to the contingency tables (Bishop et aì. 1975) revealed that movement was

significantìy affected by the interaction of defoliation and density (G =

18.1, d.f. = l, P<0.001). The rules of hierarchical modelìing dictate

that the interaction of density with movement (G = 2.8, d.f.=1, P>0.05)

and of defoliation state with movement (G = 3.6, d.f.=1, P>0.05) be

included in the fitted model, despite their non-significance. Examination

of the percentages of larvae moving (Table 14), reveaìed that at high

dens'ities larvaì movement was unaffected by the defoliation status of the

plant on which the reìease occurs; however, ât low densjties, the

frequency of movement was higher when the release site was defoliated.

The influence of density and defoliation of the release site on

whether larvae which left the release site went to other pìants was

examined by categorizing densities as "low" or "hì9h", as described above.

The onìy significant influence on whether the larvae went to other plants

or abandoned plants altogether was the defoìiation status of the release

site (G = 30.8, d.f. = l, P(0.001). lthen the reìease site was defoliated,

46%of the larvae whjch left the release site were found on another pìant;

when the release site was undefoliated, onìy 7% of those ìarvae which had

left the release site were found on another p'lant. All larvae represented

by th'is 7% were from the high density undefoliated release site (Table

12). Some of the larvae which had left the undefoliated pìants were seen

entering the soil.

A simjìar analysis of whether larval movement to upwind or downwind
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pìants was affected by o'low" or "hjgh" densities, or by defoliation of the

release site, was camied out" There were no significant influences of

density, or defo'liation status, or of their interaction, on whether larvae

went to upwind or downwjnd plants. 0f the 43 ìarvae in all trials which

moved to other plants,60% moved to the downwind p'lant and 40% moved to

the upwind plant. This does not differ significantly from the expectation

of equaì numbers moving in each direction (Xr = 1.9, d.f" = 1, P>0.1)"

Observation of the behaviour of larvae moving on the soiì in the

cage indicated that larvae were apparentìy unable to detect pìants until

close to them. Larvae did not appear to exhibit directed movements when

leaving the release site; directed movements onìy occurred at a distance

of about 2 mm from a potato pìant.

Adul ts

Data on the location of aduìts 31 h after release are presented in

Table 15. For the new adults released on defoliated plants, density

significant'ly affected whether movement occurred (G = 13.2, d.f. = 2,

P<0.01); 50 % of beetles moved when the initial density was 10, but at

higher densities more than 90% moved (Table 16). For old aduìts released

on undefoliated p'lants, higher densjties also resulted in significantly

increased frequency of movement (G = 18.2, d.f.= l, P(0.001)(Tabìe 16).

Two of the initial densities of the overwintered aduìts are the same

as those used in the trials of newly emerged beetìes, and so these two

densities can be included in a contingency table to examine differences in

the responses to density. However, interpretation of these analyses is

complicated by the non-orthogonality of the types of adutts and the

defoliation status of the release site. Thus it is not possibìe to
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distinguish whether any effect is the result of a change in adult type or

a change in defolìation status of the release site. Analysis of the

contingency table of the influences on whether adult beetles moved from

the release site revealed significant effects of density at the release

sìte (G = 16.5, d.f" = 1, P<0.001) and of the defoliation status or beetle

age (G = 19.4, d.f. = l, P<0.001). The interaction of these factors was

not significant (G = 2.1, d.f . = l, P>0.1). I'lew beetles reìeased on

defoliated p'lants vüere more likely to move than were old beetles released

on undefoliated p'lants, also, for both types of beetles, movement was more

ljkely to occur if the density at the release site was high (Table 16).

Analysis of the contingency table for the influence of density and

of adult stage or defoìiat'ion status on whether adults that move go to

other pìants or not (Tabìe 17) reveaìed an effect of density (G = 7.6,

d.f. = l, P<0.01). At the h'igher density 62% of the adults whìch moved

from the release site moved to other plants, but onìy 39% of beetles did

so at the lower density. No other factors in the table were sjgnificant.

Adult beetles which moved to other plants, differed markedly in

thejr preference for upwind or downwind plants (G = 28.3, d.f. = 1,

P<0.001). 0f the new beetìes whjch left the defoliated release site and

went to other plants,9l% (N=46) went to the downwind pìant and 9% went to

the upwind pìant. In contrast, of the old beetles wh'ich left undefoljated

release sites, onìy 30% (N=27) went to the downwind pìant and the

remaining 70% went to the upwind pìant.

0bservat'ions on adult beetles movjng on the soil revealed that both

old and new walking beetles often stopped. Head and thorax were elevated,

the head turned from left to right and antennae waved alternately. When
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walking resumed, the antennae were sometjmes waved alternately but the

head was not turned from side to side. 0ld adult beetles leavÍng the

mjddle plant did not walk direct'ly to the upwind plant. They walked

around in alì directjons and s'lowly approached the plant. Directed

movement occurred onìy when pìants were about 5 mm au,ay.

Di fferences between Larvae and Adul ts

Comparisons of frequency of movement of larvae and adults u¡ere made

for injtial densities at the release site in the range 30 - 35 (Tabìe 18).

The frequency of movement was affected both by whether I arvae or adul ts

were tested (G = 4"2, d.f. = l, P<0.05) and by whether the release site

was defoliated (G = 26.3, d.f. = l, P<0.001). Although interpretation of

this analys'is js complicated by the non-orthogonality of defoliation and

adult type, jt is clear that, at this range of densities, larvae are less
'l i kely to move than adul ts.

Di scussi on

Larvae were less likeìy to move from undefoliated pìants than were

adults, when the density of jnsects was in the range 30-35 (Table 18).

hJhen larvae did leave the undefoliated plants, movement to other pìants

was rare, so it is likely that these larvae which were third and fourth

instars at the beginning of the experiment, were seeking pupat'ion sites

rather than food. This result is consistent with Gibson et al.'s (1925)

observat'ion that larvae are normalìy sedentary creatures, and with the

observation that on the third day of the experiments, larvae were seen

entering the soil.

Interpretation of the responses of larvae to defoljation and density

are compìicated by the use of young jnstars in the high density defoliated
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trial. It would have been better to redo this trial using the same instar

composition as'in other trials; however this couìd not be done. I expect

that the younger instars in the high density defoìiated trial would be

less mobile; they would probabìy be more likely to seek food than to enter

the soil, 'if they did leave the release site.

If the high density defo'ljated trial is excìuded, the frequency of

larval movement increased when the release site was defoliated or when

initial densities were h'igh (Tabie l4). It has previousìy been observed

that, once plants are stripped of foìiage, larvae begin to leave plants

(Cass 1957). Thus it was expected that when the release site was aìready

defoliated at the beginning of the experiment, larvae would leave the

plant and seek other food; the relativeìy high proportion of larvae found

on other p'lants is in agreement w'ith this expectation.

Hìgh densities of ìarvae on initiaììy undefoliated release sjtes

eventuaì'ly caused these pì ants to become defol i ated too, and the

proportion of larvae moving from these plants was, by 31 h, the same as

that when the dens'ity v{as h i gh and the pl ant was defoì i ated at the

beginning (Tab'le t4). However, the subsequent behaviour of these larvae

differed: larvae from jnitialìy undefoljated pìants seldom moved to other

plants. It seems ìike]y that when these ìarvae abandoned the release

site, most of them had obtained sufficient food for them to attempt to

pupate. Larvae on the injtia'lìy defoliated p'lants often moved to other

pìants, but ìt is not clear whether this is solely due to the presence of

earlier jnstars or whether part of the effect is the result of different

responses by the thjrd and fourth instar larvae.

Positive anemotaxjs is a behavioural pattern which results in
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organisms arriving at the source of a chemical born in an airstream, and

'is a response that might be expected when a food-seeking insect is placed

in an airstream bearing the odour of its host pìant. However, larvae

moving to other pìants did not exhibit any detectable anemotactic

response. There are at least two explanations for this. Firstly, the

speed of the airstream close to the soil surface may not have been great

enough to induce anenotaxis. Secondly, anemotaxis may not be exhibited by

larvae. The range at which larvae appeared able to detect, and move

toward, a potato plant was small. In this study, as in others, directed

movement of larvae occurs only within a few centimetres of the potato

p'lant (de Wilde 1958, de Wilde and Pet 1957). The larvae which did find

the upwind or downwind plants presumably did so by "randomìy" wandering

until they were within close range of these plants.

The results of trials with larvae suggest that, in the field, late

instar larvae would stay on the pìant in all but the most adverse

conditjons, and when forced to leave the plant, wou'ld pupate'if possible.

It may be that, because of the limited mobility of larvae, anemotax'is or

other highìy-developed host-seek'ing behaviour would not significantly

increase fitness under field conditions.

0verwintered aduìts, after emerging from the so'il, fly or waìk to

host plants to feed and reproduce (G'ibson et al. 1925). In the cage

study, old beetles left undefoliated reìease sites more frequently at

higher densities than at low densities, and most of them moved upwind.

Previous studies have shown that the windborne odour of potato plants

induces positive anemotaxis in adult Colorado potato beetles (Visser 1976,

de Uiìde 1976). The flight muscles of diapausing beetles are not fully
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developed during hibernation but regenerate soon after emergence from

dìapause (Johnson 1969, 1976a, 1976b.). Therefore overwintered adults are

ìikeìy to exhjbjt host-seeking behaviour which is effective in the context

of fìight. Anemotaxis may be more useful during fìight than during

walking when the insect is close to the ground where wind speed ìs ìow;

this may expìa'in why overwintered adults responded to wind direction but

larvae did not. Although no beetles v{ere seen fìying, there is indirect

evidence that fìight may have occurred: some overwintered adults were

found on the top portion of the cage where they had probably landed after

fìight; new adults were never found at the top of the cage.

New adults released on defoliated p'lants were more likely to leave

the reìease site as the density 'increased. Almost all newìy-emerged

adults moved to the downw'ind plant. This is in contrast to published

results from wind tunnel experiments, in which starved adults respond to

the odour of potato pìants with positive anemotaxis (de Hilde et al. 1969,

Visser 1976, Visser and Av¿ 1978). These differences between the

orientation behaviour described in the literature and that observed in

this study may result from the differences between the experimental cage

and a w'ind tunnel. In the cage, wind veìocities at ground leveì are

likely to be less than those experienced by insects in a wind tunnel.

Aìso, in wjnd tunnels, beetles are not presented with the choice of

movement to a pìant downwind of the release site.

New adults cannot fly until several days after emergence because the

flight muscles and enzyme systems are immature and are also short of

glycogen (Johnson 1976b). Th'is difference in the physio'logical condition

of new adults compared to the f'lìghtworthy oìd adults may be assocìated
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with the observed differences in anemotactic response" Holvever, it is not

clear what advantage there is to a nekr beetle under field conditions

respond'ing by negative anemotaxis to a potato-odour laden airstream.

Defoliatjon appears to be a powerful stimulus for dispersaì in

larval and adult Colorado potato beetles" This is not surprising because

an insect rema'ining on a defoìiated pìant faces starvation. Defoìiation

may be the only factor which induces ìarvae to leave a plant and seek

another plant. High densities did not result in larvae immediately

leaving the pìant. They probably moved only when the pìant became

defoìiated, and then they pupated rather than sought another pìant.

Therefore,'it appears that the locations of larvae in fields may not

change much during the larvaì development period, except when populations

are so high that defoliation occurs early in ìarval development.

In this study, the potato plants in the cage were small enough that

their foìiage did not intermingle; however, when the plants in potato

fields grow 1arge, the vines of the plants within a row intertwine.

Therefore, other p'lants in a row may be accessible to a larva wjthout

descending to the ground. This may mean that, after the fo'liage of

adiacent plants intermingles, dispersal along rows is greater than the

results of this study suggest"

Increased density resulted in increased dispersal of adults. It is

not clear whether this dispersal was a direct response to density, or

whether it was a response to defoliation. Over-compensating density

dependent dispersaì of Coloracio potato beetìe adults was reported by

Harcourt (1971). In addition to causing defoliation and thus starvation,

high densities may negativeìy affect Colorado potato beetìes by
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interfering with feedjng behaviour, either by direct compet'ition for food

on one ìeaf, or by increasing searching time for favourable shoots and

leaves by obstruction of movement along ìeaves and stalks. High densities

may al so attract predators and parasitoids (Varìey et al . 1973) .

Therefore avoidance behaviour may occur at high densities. Taylor (1978)

uses the terms attraction for aggregatÍng organisms and repulsion for

dispersers. There may be a certain limiting number of insects above whjch

repuìsion occurs and insects move away from each other.
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TABLE I2.

InitiaI density

on middte ptant

Location of ìarvae in the cage

Initist state

of mi&te ptant

3l h after release.

HIJ*IBER OF LARVAE

Hiddte Upuird DoHnHiftd
ptant ptant ptant

Hot on
ptants

32

138

35

ó0

126

6

82

26

59

74

15

?9

9

0

48

DefoI i ated

Defot iated

Urdefot iated

Uniefot iated

Urdefol, iated

38
13 11

0

1

0

0

0

4
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TABLE 13. Effect of initial
from the middle plant" Note

deneity on the middle plant"

deneity on the percentage

that N for ¡rercentagee ie

of larvae moving

the initial

Initiat density

on middte ptant

Initiat state

of middte ptant

PERCEHTAGE OF LARVAE

Hot rþved

32

138

DefoI iated

DefoI iated

Urdefol, iated

Urdefot iated

Urdefol iated

19

59

81

lr1

35

ó0

126

26

2

41

74

98

59
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TABLE 14. Effect of injtial densjty on the percentage of larvae moving

from the mjddle plant.

lnitiaI

densi ty

Initiat state of middte p[ant

Defot iated Urdefo I i ated

Larvae Lsrvae Larvae Larvae
Hoved not moyd !,1 Hoved Not fi]oved N(z) (x) (x) ('()

Low 81 19 32 26 75 35

Hish 41 59 138 41 59 126
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TABLE 15. Location of adult beetìes in the cage 31 h after release.

Initiat density

on middte ptant

Initiat state

of middte ptant

AduL t

stage

NUI{BER OF ADULTS

(kl On
middte Wsiftl
ptant ptant

0n
douruird
ptant

!{ot
on

ptants

10

30

50

30

50

DefoI iated

Defo I i ated

Defot iated

Urdefot i ated

UrdefoL ieted

HeH

Nes

Àlew

otd

0td

50
21
23

17 1

ó18

2

12

30

2

6

3

15

15

10

6
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TABLT 16. Effect of initial

from the mi ddl e p'l ant " Note

the mi dd'l e p1 ant .

density on the percentage

N for percentages i s the

of adults moving

initial density on

Initiat density

on middte ptant

Initiat state

of middte plant

Adut t

stage

Percentage of Adutts

Hoved Not Íþved

10

30

50

30

50

Defot iated

DefoI iated

DefoI ieted

UnCefo I i ated

Urdefol.iated

ùles

Nes

!¡eH

50

7

4

50

93

96

43

88

otd

ol.d

57

12
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TABLE 17. Effect of density at release site and adult stage and

defoliation status of the release site on the percentage of adults whjch

moved to another pìant or moved but did not go to another p'lant.

Initial density Initiat state Adul.t PERCEi{TAGE oF HovED ADULTS N

on middle pl.ant of middl.e pl.ant stage ffi
to 6nother go to another
ptant ptant

30 Defotiated Nes 46 54 ZB

50 Defotiated t{es 69 31 4A

30 Urdefotiated Otd 23 77 1i

50 Undefotiated otd 55 45 44
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TABLE t8. Comparison of movement of adults and larvae at initial
densities of 30 - 35 insects on the middle p'lant. Note that adults from

defoljated release sites were newly-emerged, whereas those from

undefol iated sites had overwintered.

InitiaI state of midte ptent

Defot iated LJniefo I i eted

Hoved !{ot moved H Moved Not rpved }¡

(x) (x, (x) (x)

Larvae

Adut ts

81 19 32 26 75 3s

93730135730
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The transect sampìing of farmers' fields shows that some fields have

evident edge effects whiìe others do not. The causes of edge effects are

very complex and a variety of factors need to be cons'idered. Most of

factors concern either the source of beetles which colonize the potato

field, or the subsequent behaviour of overwÍntered adult beetles and their

offspring. Much of my experimental work concerned the behaviour of adults

and larvae which might influence their distribution within the crop;

however, I wi ì I f i rst consi der factors 'infl uenc'i ng the source of the

colonizing beetìes.

Potato is by far the most abundant food pìant for Colorado potato

beetles in Manitoba, so the source of colonists 'is certajn to be

assoc'iated with the potato crops of the prevìous year. All potato fieìds

withjn an area are potentiaì sources for the following year's colonists,

but how important a source a particular field will be is dependent upon

the abundance of Colorado potato beetles in the field late in the growing

season. The I ate season abundance wj I I be dependent upon the

effectiveness of Colorado potato beetle control measures during the year,

and the stage of development of the crop reìative to that of the beetle

popul ati on. Fol 'iage of early maturi ng potato cul t'ivars such as Norl and

senesces in August, while that of late varieties such as Russet Burbank

remains actively growing for several additionaì weeks. Senescent foì'iage

will induce aduìt beetìes either to d'isperse to other fieìds, oF to

dìapause. Diapause induction will occur if the fo'liage senescence occurs

sjmultaneous'ly with low temperatures and the photoperiods characteristic
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of the later part of the season (Norris 1964, de Hilde and Hsiao 1981).

However, if photoperiod is ìonger, and temperatures are h'igh enough for

flight to occur, beetles fly from the senescing p'lants to other potato

fields. My work has shown that newly-emerged beetles are not very mob'iìe,

but the literature indicates that such beetles can fìy after about I0 days

(Le Berre 1950). Thus, if beetles have emerged from pupation'in earìy

August, as many do in Manitoba (Senanayake and Holliday 1989), and pìants

senesce by about mid-August, one would expect many beetles to fìy from

those fields and land in fields of later-maturing potato fjelds. These

fields of I ater maturing cuìtivars would be important sources of

colonjsts for the foìlowing year because they would be the hibernation

sjtes for beetles which had hatched there and for fugitìves from earìy-

senescing fields.

The effectiveness of Coìorado potato beetle control, the cultìvar,

and the date of pìant senescence in previous years' potato fieìds are aìl

sources of variation which may account for my finding that distance to the

nearest of last year's potato fields lacks value as a predictor of edge

effects. However, information on these factors is difficult to obtain

because it involves knowing where growers plan to p'lant potatoes in the

following season.

In addition to the location of sources of colonists, the

distribut'ion of Coìorado potato beetìes within a field aìso depends upon

the di spersaì behavj our of the col oni sts and thei r offspri ng.

Environmental conditions at the t'ime of colon'izatjon are important. If
temperatures are high in the spring beetles are more likeìy to fìy to the

fields, whereas in cool springs walking wììì predom'inate. The former is
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likely to result in less pronounced edge effects than the latter (Skuhravy

et al. 1968, Le Berre 1950).

My findings provide fundamental ideas for control methods. The

field sampling shows that if edge effects occur then onìy the periphery of

the fjeld need be sprayed 'instead of the whole field. Furthermore,

sampling schemes wh'ich accommodate edge effects need to be developed.

Additional measures could be taken to reduce spring colonization by

beetles. Beetìes respond less to the green leaf volatiìes of potatoes

when they are masked by the odour of other p'lant species (Visser and Av¿

1978). Colorado potato beetle popuìations on potato plants are reduced 60-

100% when interp'lanted with tansy, Tanacetun vulgare L., and 58-83% when

interplanted wjth catn'ip, Nepeta cataría L. (Panas'iuk 1984). However,

mixed cropp'ing can create probìems with mechanical harvesters. If this is

a prob'lem, then aromatic pìants and herbs could be grown around fields to

prevent initial ol factory orientation.

The olfactory attractjveness of a patch of host plants changes with

patch s'ize and densìty (Stanton t9B3). Therefore jt may be possible to

modify potato field size and'layout in relation to direction of the

prevai'ling wind and so reduce the odour and the number of colonizing

beetles. The directjon of plant rows could be rearranged to minimize the

spread of beetles with'in fields. Changes should be made jn the

configuration of potato fields. Potatoes should be grown in large fields

or contiguous blocks of small fields, and rotatÍon of crops should aìways

be carried out.

More research is needed to understand the insects' dispersal

behavjour fully. Field sampìing should be continued to find out the

distribution pattern under djfferent summer conditions. l'ligratory fì ights
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:

'in early spring and late summer need to be studied, as welì as the

conditions which cause beetles to enter diapause or to take fl'ight.

Addjtionaì experiments are also needed on upwind and downwjnd movement in

the cages and how these reiate to field conditions.
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